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EVERY RADIO MAN WANTS BOOKS

vin.ack, of
RADIO

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO
By KEITH HENNEY

(2nd Edition) Published in 1934.
For the Experimenter, Technician, Ser-

viceman, or Amateur. This well known
author, editor, and technician, contributes
a fine work that will help the radio man
in many a problem. Written in simple and
easily understood language. Among other
subjects television, and facsimile trans-
mission are described. Calculation of se-
lectivity, impedance and parallel circuits,
voltmeter method of measuring resonance,
audio amplifier design, bridge neutralizing
systems, measuring coil resistance, antenna
capacity, inductance, wavelengths, ultra high
frequency amplifiers, Class B. amplification,
Class C. radio frequency amplifiers all clear-
ly described.
491 pages, 514 X 77 $3.50

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COMMUNICATION

By JOHN H. MORECROFT
Prof. of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University

(3rd Edition) Published in 1933

Fundamental Ideas and Laws; Resistance-Inductance-Capa-
city-Shielding-Laws of oscillating circuits; Spark Telegraphy;
Vacuum Tubes and Their Applications; Continuous Wave Tele-
graphy; Antennas and Radiation; Amplifiers; all thoroughly
treated in this wonderful book of 1084 pages, size 6 X 9 inches.
A right up to the minute book by an author who needs no in-
troduction to radio men $7.50

Electron Tubes and Their Ap-
plication, by John H. More -
croft (1933) 458 Pages $4.50

Theory of Thermionic Tubes,
by ,Prof. E. Leon Chaffe, 652
Pages, 357 illustrations $6.00

Communication Engineering,
by W. L. Everitt $5.00

High Frequency Measure-
ments, by August A. Hund

$5.00

Electrons at Work, by Charles
R. Underhill $3.00

Radio Construction and Re-
pairing, by James Moyer and
John F. Wostrill (4th Edition)

$2.50

Radio Handbook, by James
Moyer and John Wostrill
(886 Pages) $5.00

THESE ARE BOOKS YOU NEED
Radio Traffic Manual and Operating Regulations.

by Duncan & Drew (1929) $2.00
How to Pass U. S. Gov't Radio License Examinations,

by Duncan & Drew (2nd edition, 1932) 2.00
Principles of Radio Communication, by J. H. More-

croft (3rd edition, 1933) 7.50
Elements of Radio Communication, by J. H.

Morecroft 3.00
The Radio Manual, by George E. Sterling (2nd edition

1933) 6.00
Radio Telegraphy and Telephony, by Duncan & Drew

(2nd edition, 1931) 7.50
Radio Frequency Electrical Measurements, by Hugh

A. Brown 4.00
Perpetual Trouble Shooters 1\ lanual No. 1, by John

F. Rider 7.50
Perpetual Trouble Shooters Manual No. 2, by John

F. Rider 6.50
Perpetual Trouble Shooters Manual No. 3, by John

F. Rider 7.50
Perpetual Trouble Shooters Manual No. 4, by John

F. Rider 7.50

We will get any book published or any group of books and ship under
one cover, if possible, within 24 hours after receipt of your order.
Give complete title and author's name, and if possible publisher. Write
your name and whin ss clearly, or print it to snake no doubt.

RADIO OPERATING
QUESTIONS AND

ANSWERS
Nilson & Hornung

By Arthur R. Nilson, Lieuten-
ant (Technicist) (Communica-
tions) U. S. N. R. (Retired), and
I. L. Hornung, Radio Instructor
New York University. 5th edition
388 pages, 5%x8, 96 illustrations

$2.50

This book gives over 600 questions
and answers covering all radio op-
erator license examinations. Ques-
tions are typical of those used on
examinations; answers are full
and well illustrated. This edition
has been enlarged to include infor-
mation on broadcasting, marine,
aeronautical, police and amateur ra-
dio operating and contains many
new questions and answers on new
transmitters. new radio laws and
license regulations, etc.
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An action of wide. interest to radio
men was taken on January 24, 1935,
when the Communications Commission re-
versing the recommendation of its examin
er authorized a harbor to shore communi-
cation service by radio phone service in
the Philadelphia harbor.

The Atlantic Communications Corpora-
tion: was authorized to construct and op-
erate a 50 -watt transmitter with a remote
control station in the main office of the
Atlantic Refining Company, which is par-
ent owner of the Atlantic Communica-
tions Corporation, on a frequency of 38.t
megacycles.

It is intended to arrange a direct tele-
phone connection with the transmitter.
so that by calling the number phone con
nevi ion will be established with the tra
initter and so to craft in the harbor 1% .;
proper facilities of reception and trans
mission. There are to be five tugs
equipped with 2 watt transmitters by the
Atlantic Refining Company in the Phila-
delphia harbor.

While the permit is granted with con'
plete reservation on the part of the Com-
mission for revoking the same at will.
and without hearing or notice, it is an
action that may have far reaching ini
portance to the development of radio fa-
cilitied along this line of work.

The actual order authorizing construe
tion of the 50 -watt land station for op
eration during all hours, on 38600 kc.
to station W3AY, was issued January
17, and to become effective at 3 a. m.
January 31st. Under the same date and
effective time 2 watt licenses were issued
to the tugs Van Dyke 1, Van Dyke 2,
Van Dyke 3, Van Dyke 4, and the Atlan-
tic also on 38600 kc.
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Rider's Manual Volume V
IS READY!

JUST AN IDEA
of how extensively Volume V covers
the field. This is a partial list of
the manufacturers in Volume V.

Quantity of Quantity of
Name Models Name Models

NEVER before in the history of Radio has such a stupendous com-
pilation of technical servicing material been collected between

two covers. " Expense was not spared to make Rider's Volume V all -
embracing in its scope. Sets are explained even more lucidly than
those of yesteryear, for complications galore are incorporated in 1935
receivers. 1; Seeing is believing-prove to yourself that Rider's Vol-
ume V is without doubt the servicing sensation of the year-better
than any other manual-the absolute peer!

Acratest
Air King

9
5

Hudson Ross
Insuline

5
6 Rider's Volume V has

Allied 21 International 19 More schematics . . more chassis layouts . .Ansley
Atwater -Kent

5
36

Kingston
Lafayette

10
26

. .

more I -F. peaks . . . more alignment data . . . more trimmer
Audiola 11 Lang 5 locations . . . more circuit descriptions . . . more socket layouts
Autocrat 6 Larkin 3 . . . more parts lists . . . assembly wiring diagrams . . more
Balkeit
Belmont

7
16

Lewol
Mission -Bell

5
6

and better everything than any other manual!
Bosch 19 Montgomery -Ward 13
Colonial 16 Noblitt-Sparks 11
Crosley 25 Philco 19
Detrola 7 Pilot 10
Dewald 24 Radolek 13 946 Models 1200 Pages
Echophone 6 RCA -Victor 63
Edison -Bell
Elec. Spec. Export

7
5

R. K. Labs
Sears Roebuck

4
56 112 Manufacturers

Emerson 13 Sentinel 26
Empire 8 Sparton 16
Erla 12 Stewart -Warner 38
Fairbanks -Morse 22 Supreme Inst. 9
Federated Tatro 5 Volume I ... 1000 pages . $7.50 Volume IV . 1040 pages . $7.50

Purchaser 27 Webster 8 Volume II . . 800 pages . $6.50 Volume V . 1200 pages . $7.50
Ford Motor 4 T. C. A. 12 Volume III . 1070 pages . $7.50 Servicing Superheterodynes $1
Fordson 7 Wells Gardner 12
General Electric 40 Westinghouse 11
Gilfillan 13 Weston Inst. 20
Grunow 19 Wilcox Gay 13
Halson 6 Wurlitzer 8 Sold with a Money -back Guarantee
Horn 5 Zenith 21

JOHN F. RIDER, Publisher
1440 BROADWAY

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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The New WOR Transmitter
TWO steel towers and a suspended ea-

ble emitting a pattern of radio
waves that will concentrate on New
York, Philadelphia and other cities, di-
minish over the Pocono Mountains and
other thinly settled areas and re -occur
beyond, are among the features of
WOR's new broadcasting station at Car-
teret, New Jersey, scheduled to go on
the air with regular programs the latter
part of February.

By H. W. FORSTER
teret itself is located on a line beh..
New York and Philadelphia and the an
tennas run at right angles or broadside
to this geographical line. Their broad-
side discharge of radiation is much more
powerful than the lengthwise discharge.
In fact, to secure on all sides a radiation
equal to that which is trained on New
York and Philadelphia would require
120 kilowatts in the antenna.

In contrast, a uniform radiation of 6

J. R. Poppele, Chief Engineer WOR

This directional antenna system, first
of its kind to be used by a commercial
radio station, has been specially designed
by Bell Telephone Laboratories to oper-
ate with the 50 -kilowatt Western Electric
transmitting equipment and to focus its
power where the greatest number of lis-
teners reside.

The importance of obtaining this focus
of power lies in the fact that more elec-
trical noises are produced in congested
areas than in thinly populated sections.
Electric trains, power lines, elevators,
electrical appliances, all contribute to
the "noise level" picked up by radio sets.
For consistent reception the signal of
a broadcasting station must be far above
the noise levels. Consequently stronger
signals are necessary in cities than in the
suburbs or in the country.

In WOR's antenna system, the cable
is suspended midway between the two
towers, each 385 feet high and 790 feet
apart. The three antennas are arrayed in
a straight line and are spaced in accor-
dance with wave length factors. Car -

Up to this point only the ground waves
or those emitted horizontally have been
taken into consideration. The design
of the antenna also takes account of
the effect of the sky waves, those emit-
ted upward.

At night these waves are reflected
back to earth from a layer of ionized
atmosphere at an approximate height of
60 miles. Where returning sky waves
mingle with ground waves, interference

WAVE
- TROUGH

WAVE
CRESTS

Directional rho met( ri sties obtained from the antenna array
of WOE, results from the interference of reinforcement of

the waves from the three antennas

kilowatts would be equivalent to the sig-
nal strength which is radiated along the
line of the antennas to the New Jersey
communities near at hand. Beyond
these communities where the intensity
begins to fade out lie on one hand the
Atlantic Ocean and on the other the
Pocono Mountains.

Drawn on a map, the field of radiation
takes the form of an hour glass, with
Carteret and its surrounding communi-
ties falling within the neck of the glass,
and with the bulbs enclosing the New
York and Philadelphia areas.

The effect is obtained by the spacing
of the antennas. This is calculated so
that the waves they emit broadside are
in step, the crests and troughs match-
ing precisely and re-inforcing each oth-
er. The waves emitted lengthwise by
two of the antennas, however, are out
of step. They not only tend to neutra-
lize each other in that direction but, as
though squeezing in from the ends, react
to re-inforce further the power emitted
broadside.

occurs unless one predominates with an
intensity at least four times as great as
the other.

The arrangement of the antenna actu-
ally aims the sky waves at certain stra-
tegic angles. For more than 50 miles
around the station, ground waves will
over -ride them. For example, the ter-
ritory from Carteret to Morristown will
receive ground waves. Beyond, sky waves
will increase in relative strength so that
at Wilkesbarre and Scranton they will
clearly predominate. Similarly, Phila-
delphia will lie within the pure ground
wave area while Baltimore and Wash-
ington beyond will receive clearly pre-
dominant sky waves.

The new broadcasting equipment will
extend WOR's service over a much great-
er area than does its present 5 kilowatt
equipment. Calculations indicate that
at points as far distant as Miami, Flor-
ida, the station's apparent power will be
24 times greater than at present.

The broadcasting apparatus is con-
nected with the antenna system by a
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concentric transmission line consisting
of one copper tube within another, the
outer being 2% inches in diameter and
the inner 11-16 inches in diameter. This
line runs 600 feet from the transmitter
building to a point midway between the
two towers, being laid 5 feet under-
ground. Not a single wire leaves the
transmission house above ground.

Through a special network the trans-
mission line divides at this point in
three branch lines of similar construc-
tion. One is coupled to the central ca-
ble antenna. The other two extend 390
feet in opposite directions to each of
the end towers. This length is above
ground and is covered with heat -insulat-
ing material to eliminate sharp differ-
ences in temperature between the inner
and outer tubes which would create un-
even expansion and contraction.

The entire transmission line is filled

mating equipment in a shield. Save for
the office it has no windows. The metal
sheathing of the walls, the copper roof,
even the re-inforcing rods in the foun-
dation, are welded to form a single con-
tinuous ground. The structural steel
contains projections which protrude from
the partitions so that they also can be
welded in as part of the single unit.

Within the transmitter house a novel
arrangement of panels and power equip-
ment has made it possible to eliminate
all overhead conduit and all overhead
high voltage busses. Motor generators
and transformers are arranged in the
basement directly beneath the transmit-
ter so that 111 leads cane up through
the floor directly into the respective
panels where they terminate.

The building itself has no ordinary
heating plant but is heated chiefly by
the energy dissipated from the power

DIRECTION OF
MORRISTOWN, N.J.

APPARENT POWER 6 KW

-.- --
DIRECTION OF SANDY HOOK M..).

APPARENT POWER 6 KW

Field intensity pattern of the ground wave, or direct radiation from WOIt's
new antenna. Dotted circle gives the distribution that would result from

single non -directional antenna

with nitrogen under ten pounds of pres-
sure and sealed. Moisture is thus entire-
ly eliminated.

The transmitter is located on a swam-
py site. At hightide, a large area is ac-
tually under salt water. The transmit-
ter is grounded in this swampy soil by
an extensive system of underground con-
ductors. There are 40 miles of No. 8
drawn copper wire under ground, part
running at right angles to the line of
antennas, and another radiating out be-
neath the end towers. Half of this sys-
tem is below water level a greater part
of the time.

The main ground bus, 1-16 inch thick
by 6 inches wide, runs between the two
towers and extends beyond them at eith-
er end. All lateral and radial ground
wires are welded to the main bus and the
north ends of the copper wires all ter-
minate in the Rahway River. A length
of IY4 inch stranded cable of bare cop-
per is laid along the bottom of a creek
which runs through the site and ends
in the Rahway River also. All of the ra-
dial ground wires which cross this cable
are welded to it.

Altogether 14,000 welds were made in
the building, equipment and antenna sys-
tem. The building itself constitutes vir-
tually a metal sheath enclosing the trans -
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tubes. This energy is equivalent to about
110 kilowatts and down to temperatures
as low as 10 degrees above zero the
building requires only between 35 and
70 kilowatts to be kept at 70 degrees.
The distilled water circulated about the
tubes is led into the building's air con-
ditioning plant where it both heats the
air and is itself partly cooled. Should
the tube heat be inadequate at any time,
two emergency electric heaters, also with-
in the air mixing chamber, are controlled
by a thermostat which automatically
throws them on or off as required for
the maintenance of even temperature.

As planned and developed, WOR will
be a mecca for sightseers. The main
control room is a virtual radio -apparatus
theater. With the control desk in the
middle as the nerve center, the entire
room is panelled with radio equipment.
In contrast to the ordinary straight line-
up of apparatus, the first and last two
panels of the 50 -watt transmitter have
been offset at a 45 degree angle so that
the control man is nearly equidistant
from all panels and controls. The trans
mitter forms one whole wall.

The rear wall of the room will be pan-
elled with the present 5 kilowatt trans-
mitter for utility purposes. A glass par-
tition, enclosing the speech input equip-

ment, forms another side of the room.
To the left of the entrance will be a
Western Electric aircraft radio beacon
transmitter, the first to be operated by a
commercial broadcasting station. In-
stalled at the request of the Department
of Commerce, this beacon will emit a
special signal to warn aircraft of their
presence in the vicinity of WOR. (For
more complete description of this bea-
con apparatus see page 15, December
1934 "Commercial Radio.")

A special room has been set aside in
which will ultimately be installed a
short-wave transmitter for re -broadcast-
ing to foreign countries.

From the main control room visitors
may enter a gallery which encircles all
of the equipment in the 50 -kilowatt
transmitter. Separated from it by glass
partitions, this gallery opens up the en-
tire system to their inspection.

ECLIPSE EFFECT
ON SHORT WAVES

By CLANCY DAYHOFF

CONFIRMING theoretical research of
the effect of a sun eclipse on short-

wave radio, the 12 ground radio stations
of Eastern Air Lines and pilots of six
passenger -mail -express Douglas airliners
of the company m the air at the time,
reported that transmission and reception
efficiency as well as distance was im-
proved approximately 50 per cent at the
peak of the partial sun eclipse Sunday,
February 3rd.

Working with research engineers of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories, design-
ers of the short-wave equipment used
by the Eastern Air Lines, Capt. E. V.
Rickenbacker, manager, ordered
all ground stations and planes in the
air to keep a careful check of conditions
during the eclipse which lasted from
10:29 a.m. to 12:33 p.m. (EST).

"Conditions improved slowly until
about 11:15 p.m.," reported Rickenback-
er. "Then between 11:25 a.m. and 11:31
a.m., when the peak of the eclipse ar-
rived, pilots and ground radio operators
said that almost ideal conditions exist-
ed, being identical to twilight operation.
Static noise was almost completely elim-
inated and signals 400 and 600 miles
away boomed in over the receivers suffi-
ciently to require volume control."

While Eastern Air Lines personnel
were reporting the phenomena, research
engineers of Bell Telephone Laborator-
ies, J. P. Schafer and William M. Good-
all, made observations and conducted
ground tests which coincided with the
work of the airline.

"There was a decrease of as much as
25 to 30 per cent in ionization in the
lower levels of the so-called Kennelly -
Heaviside layer," reported J. C. Schel-
leng, radio research engineer of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories. "The excellent
signal strength, improved transmission
and reception of radio messages between
ground stations and planes of the East-
ern Air Lines was undoubtedly due to
the decreased absorption of radio waves
in the layer about 60 to 70 miles above
the earth.

"Normally during the daytime these
lower layers, as for example the 'E' re-
gion of the Kennelly -Heaviside layer,
hangs like a curtain below the layer
from which radio waves are reflected
back to the earth. This weakens the sig-
nals before they reach the reflecting

(Continued on Page 20)



INTERNATIONAL ICE OBSERVATION
AND ICE PATROL SERVICES, 1935
By L. C. COVELL, Assistant Commandant

FOR the purpose of carrying on the
International Ice Observation Ser-

vice and the Ice Patrol Service provided
for by the International Convention for
the Safety of Life at Sea, London, 1929,
the United States Coast Guard vessels
Pontchartrain and Mendota have been
detailed for the season of 1935. The
vessel (Pontchartrain or Mendota) as-
signed to Ice Observation duty will leave
Boston when advisable and proceed to
the vicinity of the Grand Banks to locate
the ice fields and positions of the ice -

Scotia, for the duration of the Patrol
and the Patrol will be continuous. The
vessel on Patrol will not leave her sta-
tion until relieved by the other vessel
unless it is absolutely necessary to do so.

The object of the International Ice
Patrol service is to locate the icebergs
and field ice nearest to the trans -Atlan-
tic steamship lanes. It will be the duty
of the Patrol vessels to determine the
southerly, easterly and westerly limits
of the ice and keep in touch with these
fields as they move southward. Radio

TABLE I

GCT
TIME

45th Meridian 75th Meridian
FREQUENCY

Kc/m
EMISSION

0100 2200 2000 175 (1,715) Al
1000 0700 0500 425 (705) A2
1300 1000 0800 175 (1,715) Al
2200 1900 1700 425 (7,05) A2

bergs; keeping in touch with the situa-
tion; making such observations as prac-
ticable on the quantities of the ice, its
kind, extent and drift; and obtain any
other information that may seem to be
of value.

The object of the Ice Observation Ser-
vice is primarily to ascertain the location
and progressive movement of the limit-
ing lines of the regions in which ice-
bergs and field ice exist in the vicinity
of the Grand Banks, and the dissemina-
tion of the information so ascertained
for the guidance and warning of naviga-
tors, and coordinately with these prima-
ry duties, in making oceanographical and
meteorological observations. This Ice
Observation duty is not necessarily con-
tinuous.

The vessel (Pontchartrain or Mendo-
ta) performing the Ice Observation Ser-
vice will answer to the radio call NIDK
as well as her own International radio
call. The United States Coast Guard
Cutter General Greene has been detailed

messages will be transmitted daily giv-
ing the whereabouts of the ice, particu-
larly the ice that may be in the imme-
diate vicinity of the regular steamship
lanes.

The ice having been located, the Patrol
vessel will transmit four daily radio
broadcasts giving ice information for
the benefit of shipping, each broadcast
being transmitted twice with an interval
of two minutes. During these broadcasts,
the radio silent period required by the
International Telecommunication Con-
vention, Madrid, 1932, will be observed.
Each broadcast will be preceded by the
general call "CQ" on 500 kilocycles (600
meters) and the conventional signal
(QSY) to shift to 175 or 425 kilocycles.
The text of the message will follow im-
mediately on the frequency specified as
shown in Table I.

The radio procedure will be in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Inter-
national Telecommunication Convention,
Madrid, 1932.

Call

Station Letters
Washington, D. C. NAA

Boston, Mass. NAD

New York, N. Y. NAIL

Norfolk, Va. NAM

TABLE II
TIME FREQUENCY

GCT 75th Meridian (kilocycles)
1700
0500
0518
1630
2200
1530
2130
0900
1600
2100

1200 113, 9050
2400 113, 4525
0018 102
1130 102
1700 102
1030 102
1630 102
0400 122
1100 122
1600 122

EMISSION
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al

to oceanographic duty only, and unless
specifically directed, will not perform
the duty of Ice Observation vessel as in
previous years. Ice information will be
broadcast four times daily as specified
below, while the Ice Observation vessel
is at sea. Mariners are requested to re-
port to the Ice Observation vessel (Pont-
chartrain or Mendota) any field ice or
icebergs sighted or reported sighted.

When the ice has moved southward so
as to make a constant patrol necessary,
the United States Coast Guard Cutters
Pontchartrain and Mendota will begin
the International Ice Patrol Service.
These vessels will base at Halifax, Nova

Ice information will be given by radio
at any time to any vessel with which the
Patrol vessel can communicate. Such in-
formation will be furnished as regular
radio traffic (without charge) on com-
mercial traffic frequencies.

Ice information broadcasts will be giv-
en in as plain, concise English as possi-
.ble, and will state in, the following or-
der:

(a) Position of Patrol vessel.
(b) Location and description of ice.
(c) Other data.
The Ice Patrol vessel's general radio

call letters are NIDK. This is a special
International call for the vessel actually

"WIRELESS DANCE"
BAFFLES BYRD MEN

The problem of arranging a "dance"
for the men of the Byrd expedition in
Little America was surmounted through
a unique exchange of radiograms between
New York and the bottom of the world.

Since Admiral Richard E. Byrd was
chairman of the President's birthday ball
for Little America, it was considered ap-
propriate that some sort of dance be
held on the night of January 30th.

The following radiograms, between the
Columbia Broadcasting System and Mr.
Charles J. V. Murphy, communications
officer for the expedition, illustrate how
the problem was solved:

Charles Murphy Byrd expedition
Little America. Elise. Ford beautiful
model will dance with members of
expedition during broadcast January
thirtieth stop Suggest have men
draw lots to see who gets first dance
with her stop Columbia

Columbia Broadcasting System
New York. How in the bottom of
the world do you figure girl can
dance with men down here as sug-
gested stop Reply at once stop Mur-
phy

Charles Murphy Byrd expedition
Little America. Miss Ford will be
in WABC studios during two-way
broadcast and will dance before mike
while orchestra plays stop She will
carry on typical ballroom conversa-
tion as though dancing with explor-
ers stop Hope you didn't think we
were sending her down there stop
Columbia

Columbia Broadcasting System
New York. Men down here still don't
quite get idea of how they'll dance
with Miss Ford stop Are they sup-
posed to talk back to her as though
they're stepping on her feet stop
What does she look like stop Murphy

Charles Murphy Byrd Expedition
Little America. Miss Ford will talk
as though actually dancing with the
men stop for example she' will prob-
ably say quote gee it's cold tonight
isn't it unquote or perhaps some
gags such as quote let's sit this next
one out for six months unquote Col-
umbia

Columbia Broadcasting System
New York. Again please what does
Miss Ford look like stop Men are
asking stop Murphy

Charles Murphy Byrd Expedition
Little America. Miss Ford is one of
most beautiful models in America
stop Served as model for birthday
ball poster painted by Howard
Chandler Christy stop Very stunning

(Continued on Page 8)

on Patrol and should not be confused
with the regular radio call letters as-
signed to the individual vessels.

The radio messages from the Ice Pa-
trol vessel and from other sources will
be given publicity by, the Hydrographic
Office as shown in Table II.

It is requested that radio operators
desist, as far as practicable, from oper-
ating during the broadcasts of ice infor-
mation in order to lessen radio interfer-
ence.
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No new wire or radio circuit intended
for direct or indirect communication be-
tween the United States and any foreign
country shall be opened or operated ex-
cept after a finding by the Commission
that American interests will be protect-
ed and served thereby; and all contracts,
agreements or arrangements for or re-
lating to the establishment or operation
of such new circuits shall expressly pro-
vide that they are subject to the approval
of the Commission. In determining
whether or not any such proposed new
circuit will protect and serve American
interests, the Commission shall consider
all facts and circumstances having to do
with or leading up to the proposed es-
tablishment of the circuit including all
acts done or promises made in such wan-
ner as to create a reasonable belief that
they were performed or made with the
intention or effect of influencing the es-
tablishment or operation of the circuits
or any contract relating thereto, whether
or not the persons performing such acts
or making such promises are subject to
this Act. There shall be a legal presump-
tion that no new circuit will serve or

Foreign Communications Recommendations
PROPOSED NEW SECTION 223-SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING

TO FOREIGN COMMUNICATIONS
protect American interests where the di-
vision of tolls or other compensation,
terminal charges, out -payments, charges
for equipment, payment of commissions,
absorption of costs, solicitation of traf-
fic, or any other matter which might in-
fluence the flow of traffic or communica
tions is less favorable to American in-
terests than in the case of any other cir-
cuit which is directly or indirectly hand-
ling traffic or communications which may
be diverted to the new circuit.

The Commission shall have the right to
suspend the opening of the circuit or the
operation of any contract, agreement or
arrangement for a reasonable time to per-
mit it to make any necessary investiga-
tion in connection therewith. Should any
cause or circumstance arising or first
coming to the knowledge of the Commis.
sion subsequent to its approval of open-
ing or operation of such new circuit be
brought to the attention of the Commis-
sion which would have led to withholding
of approval for opening or operation of
such new circuit had the Commission
been in possession of such information
at the time of the approval thereof, the

Commission shall have authority to with-
draw or suspend its approval of the op-
eration of any circuit so approved and
thereupon the operation of the circuit
shall be discontinued. The Commission
shall not approve the establisment, open-
ing or operation of any circuit, for for-
eign communications upon terms which
are less favorable to American interests
than the most favorable terms upon which
the same communication service is being
rendered by any American company, or
if it shall appear that the conditions un-
der which such communication service is
to be rendered are less favorable than
those of any expiring contract which has
been in effect if the Commission has rea-
son to believe that such contract was not
renewed because of anticipation of a new
contract on terms less favorable to Amer-
ican interests.

The provisions hereof shall apply to all
circuits opened subsequent to the enact-
ment of this section, irrespective of the
date of the contracts for or relating to
such circuits, and to the continuation of
existing circuits beyond the first date up-
on which they are terminable under any
existing contract.

"WIRELESS DANCE"
BAFFLES BYRD MEN

(Continued front Page 7)
stop Has the brown eyes of the An-

complex.
ion stands five feet eight and three-
quarter inches with high heels weighs
one -thirty is nineteen stop She wants
to know what the men look like stop
Columbia

Columbia Broadcasting System
New York. Never mind what we look
like stop Tell her she will be given a
rush the like of which has not been
seen since the opening of the Chero-
kee strip stop Tell her I personally
want a waltz stop Your description
of her sounds grand even at twenty-
one cents a word stop Murphy.

(End)

250 Ship Applications
The month's record of applications for

Ship Licenses:
Jan. 14, 15 and 16 45
Jan. 21 21
Jan. 24 7
Jan. 30 98
Feb. 6 80

NOTICE
Washington, D. C.

January 11, 1935
The Commission, at a general session,

today adopted the following rules:
"247A. The term 'airway radio ob-

struction marker station' means a sta-
tion of low power installed in the vicin-
ity of an obstruction to air navigation
and operated for the purpose of giving
warning of the presence of that obstruc-
tion.

"254A. Airway radio obstruction mar-
ker stations will not be licensed to use
a power greater than 50 watts. The exact
power to be authorized is to be deter -
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mined by the relation between the loca-
tion of the marker station and the near-
est radio range station operated by the
Bureau of Air Commerce.

"260A. Airway radio obstruction mar-
ker stations will be licensed for a car-
rier frequency of 1200 cycles above or
below the assigned frequency of the near-
est airway radio range station serving
the airway on which the obstruction is
located. The marker transmitter carrier
shall be one hundred (100) per cent. mod-
ulated at an audio frequency of 120 cy-
cles per second and automatically keyed
by continuously successive groups of 5
dashes each. Operations shall be contin-
uous throughout the 24 hours and the as-
signed carrier frequency will be main-
tained within .05 per cent.

"260B. The Commission may from
time to time, in cooperation with the Bu-
reau of Air Commerce, specify radio sta-
tions which may be required to install
airway radio obstruction marker stations
and will specify the conditions under
which such installations will be made."

The Commission also modified Rule 229
with respect to the frequencies 2850 kc.
and 3000 kc. so as to read:

"m 2850 kilocycles-fixed
"m 3000 kilocycles-fixed
"Note (add) m-temporarily avail-

able for fixed service provided no inter-
ference is caused to any other service un-
til June 1, 1935."

BELIEVE IT, OR NOT
An interesting story of present day ra-

dio broadcast is told in the case of
WBNX, New York City, operated by the
Standard Cahill Company, Inc.

In about two years the owner of the
entire stock of the station has had to put
up more than $200,000.00, for a station
licensed for only 250 watts in the metro-
politan area, and at the end of that time
has an item carried of $162,064.97, in
station prestige and good will, which at
best is a matter of individual conjecture.

Correspondence

Dear Sir:
With reference to yours of January

19th, concerning an item in a newspaper
relative to a new chain which it was stat-
ed would commence broadcasting January
1st, with WCFL as the key station.

We have given consideration to several
contemplated hookups, the last with a
regional chain of stations in nearby
states. Plans in connection with this en-
terprise were unavoidably deferred until
such time as our new transmission equip-
ment has been installed.

Thanking you for the inquiry.
Yours very truly,

C. P. McAssEv,
Advertising Manager WCFL

To those in smaller centers who wish
to wrestle with figures, this, a typical
one of large population area broadcast-
ing will be interesting. With a complete
staff of less than twenty-five employees,
some of whom are on part time, and oth-
ers of whom are commission salesmen, it
shows in very simple language the posi-
tive necessity of a small station in a
large area fighting for existence to have
the backing of an "angel," and few an-
gels there are in this day of) such liberal
proportions who have not already had
their wings well clipped.



DISTURBANCES IN RADIO TRANSMISSION
By A. M. SKELLETT

Member of the Technical Staff, Bell Telephone Laboratories

ALL radio waves which traverse long
distances over the earth's surface

make use of the upper atmosphere. In-
deed were it not for the electrical prop-
erties of these high regions*, by reason
of which the waves are bent back toward
the earth, radio transmission over dis-
tances greater than a thousand miles or
so would be impossible. Short waves, at
least, would simply pass out into space
instead of following the curvature of the
earth.

These electrical properties are
due to the ionization of the gases;
that is, the breaking up of the at-
oms and molecules into electrons
and ions by ionizing agents. It is
believed that the most important
of these agencies is the ultra -violet
light from the sun. Others which
are believed to contribute to the
ionization are the ultra -violet light
from the stars, cosmic rays, mete- 0v)ors, and electrons, ions or neutral cr

v)particles from the sun. None of z go
80

these, except possibly cosmic rays. 2
en 40

acts in a steady continuous man -
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ner, and in consequence the electri 1102
cal state of the ionosphere varies
continually. Some of these varia-
tions are fairly regular and cyclic
while others are irregular and give
rise to disturbances in long dis-
tance radio transmission.

One type of such disturbance oc-
curs at the time of a "magnetic
storm," and is very detrimental to
short waves travelling over high -
latitude paths. In fact, radio pulse
experiments have shown that the
ionosphere in polar regions com-
pletely absorbs short waves at such
times. Coincident with the magnet.
is and radio effects other phenom-
ena are observed, the most promi-
nent of which are the abnormal
?lectric currents in the earth's crust
and the appearance of the aurora
in unusually low latitudes. Since
the magnetic aspect of these dis-
turbances has received by far the
greatest amount of study, the term
magnetic storm is used in the dis-
cussion of any of these phenomena.

Theoretical considerations indi-
cate the variations of the earth's
magnetic field have only a minor
effect on radio transmission in gen-
eral, the changes in the ionization
of the ionosphere being responsible
for the major effects. The latter
deviations appear to be of two
kinds, a general increase in the
amount of ionization and an in-
crease in the turbulence. In the
daytime the resultant effects on
radio transmission vary great -

*The atmosphere may be divid-
ed into four parts: (1) the tropo-
sphere, extending to a height of
about 7 miles; (2) the stratosphere
or "isothermal region" from 7
miles to about 25 miles; (3) the
ozonosphere from about 25 to
about 45 miles and (4) the iono-
sphere above about 45 miles. The
ionosphere is the region which is
important in radio transmission.

ly with the wave length: long distance
transmission by long waves (5,000 me-
ters or more) is better, but transmission
by short waves (10 to 100 meters) may
be severely disturbed or completely
wiped out. During the night hours, the
effect on the short waves is of the same
kind as in the daytime, whereas the long
waves experience a relatively mild de-
pression in the strength of the received
s'gnals.

Apparently the general increase in ion-
ization during disturbed periods enhanc-
es the "reflecting power" of the iono-
sphere for long waves during the day,
while an opposite effect is produced on
the short waves. It appears that the
layer of ionization which is intensified
by the disturbance acts both as reflector
for the long waves and as absorber for
the short, so that the increase in ioniza-
tion affects the two ranges of frequency

1872 1880 1888 1896 1904 1912 1920 1928
TIME IN YEARS

Fig. 1-Magnetic and sun spot data show an eleven -year period of variation. These data were
compiled by the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington

1840 1848 1856 1864

Fig. 2-This photoheliogram, taken by Ellerman at Mount Wilson Observatory, shows several
sun spots
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oppositely. These facts imply that the
short waves are reflected at a higher lev-
el than the long, and such is known to
be the case.

The study of magnetic storms has fur-
nished strong evidence that the funda-
mental cause of these various phenome-
na is to be found in the sun. This is
indicated by the appearance, in the mag-
netic records, of the two major solar
periods: the eleven -year period of sun
spots and most other forms of solar ac-
tivity (Figure 1), and the approximate
twenty -seven-day period of the sun's ro-
tation. There are now also enough radio
data to show this twenty -seven-day per-
iod. In Figure 4 the size of a dot on the
radio chart corresponds, roughly, to the
relative intensity from day to day of
the disturbances of the short-wave tele-
phone circuits between New York and
London. The tendency for these to re-
cur time after time at intervals of ap-
proximately twenty-seven days is ap-
parent. There are also enough data on
the long waves to show an eleven -year
period of variation over more than one
solar cycle.

At the time of each of the nineteen
great magnetic storms that occurred
from 1875 to 1903, E. W. Maunder, an
English astronomer, found that there
was a large sun spot on the visible side
of the sun. For storms of lesser magni-
tude the relation did not always hold.
Magnetic disturbances sometimes occur
when no spots are visible on the sun, and
large spots are at times observed when
no disturbances occur. Evidently the
causes of the terrestrial disturbances
must he sought further.

An instrument which makes such a
study possible is the speetrohelioscope,
which discloses phenomena entirely in-
visible in the ordinary telescope. As
its name implies, it enables one to ob-
serve the sun in the light of any partic-
ular wavelength in the solar spectrum.
If the instrument is set for one of the
absorption lines of hydrogen, the dis-
tribution of this element over the solar
surface may be seen. In this light the
appearance of the sun is strikingly dif-
ferent from that given by white light
(Figure 2). The granular structure is
much coarser, and clouds of hydrogen
are usually seen over the surface, while
around the edge such clouds may often
be observed as prominences or ruddily
hued flames projecting out from the sun.

The prominences are sometimes seen
to blow off into space with great veloci-
ties (Figure 5), and such observations
strongly suggest a mechanism by which
a disturbance may be transmitted from
the sun to the earth. A number of bright
eruptions have been observed to occur
on the solar surface, usually near large
spots, which were followed by magnetic
storms on the earth after an average
interval of about twenty-six hours. The-
oretical considerations indicate that the
speed of a particle ejected from the sun
by radiation pressure would be a thou-
sand miles per second, at which veloc-
ity the particle would take twenty-six
hours to traverse the 93,000,000 miles
from the sun to the earth. The condi-
tions are not as simple as this would
imply, however, and recent studies of the
motions of prominences cast some doubt
on the generally accepted importance of
the role which is played by radiation
pressure in ejecting them.

Regarding the means by which the
disturbance is transmitted between the
sun and the earth, it appears likely that

(Continued on Page 18)
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Fig. 3-This speetroheliogram (in the H a line) showing flocculi was taken at Mount Wilson
at about the same time as Figure 2
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Archibald Augustas Gets a Scare

SAMUEL Jones swears that if I don't
leave off writing about him he's go-

ing to break my darned neck. He says
he is getting to be the laughing -stock of
the town and his reputation is ruined.
(I didn't know it could be.) He indig-
nantly declares that a local chemical
factory has sent him a letter quoting
him special bargain prices on wood -al-
cohol, formaldehyde, and nitro-glycerine
in ten-gallon lots; and the other day
some of his young lady friends presented
'him with a pillow cover on which was a
big hand -embroidered snake merrily chas-
ing the long, lanky brass -pounder up a
cocoanut tree. Samuel is mad as a wet
hen about it, and he warns me to cut out
the funny stuff. I begged him to let me
write just one more story about him that
I have been keeping in mind for a long
time, but he refused, point-blank. So
now I am up against it. I can't think
of any other code slinger who is such a
side-splitting jackass as Samuel Jones.

Rummaging around through all the
piles of old trash in the back alleys of
my memory, however, I have come upon
a sack of musty old recollections that
have to do with a gone -and -forgotten
wireless school that used to be in an old,
ramshackle building down near the
Frisco water front. Many years have
slipped by since I sat in at the long prac-
tice table and went through the daily
copying grind, starting in at nine a.m.
at the top of the front page of the morn-
ing "Examiner" and winding up at five
p. m. at the bottom of the last page
of the evening "Bulletin," but the
singing of the practice buzzer and the
inky smells from the print shop on the
floor above come back to me as vividly
as though they were of yesterday.

And no less distinctly do I remember
the faces of that assembly of young vil-
lains (Samuel Jones was there, too, but
I'm not writing about him, remember),
who studied the function of the commu-
tator by plastering thin, invisible chips
of mica on the lower ends of the brushes,
or demonstrated the actions of a closed
oscillatory circuit by running a piece of
number forty magnet -wire from the
spark -gap and deftly fastening the end
under the knob of the sending key,
where some poor devil's thumb was sure
to get tangled up in it. This stunt was
invented by Shakespeare, the school po-
et, who could rhyme decrement with dev-
ilment as easily as he could do sleight-
of-hand tricks with spare receivers or
detectors or anything else lying around
not so big as to rip his coat -pockets.
Then we had Kid Brady, the house-
breaker, who left his meal -ticket in the
school one Saturday night, and who, cof-
fee -and -less and hungry, got pinched
next morning as he climbed up the rain -
spout and jimmied a back window to
get it.

"A very select body of students," the
school circular called them, but a very
villainous band of hundred per cent hoo-
ligans would have been better said; at
least so declared Pop Cranby, the in-
structor who led a dog's life among
them. Indeed, I remember how one time
that gang of heartless young hyenas got
hold of a poor unsophisticated ham,
fresh from the country and in a hurry

By VOLNEY G. MATHISON
to get a job, and persuaded him to-but
that reminds me of my friend Archibald
Augustas. I'm mighty glad I thought of
Archibald because he makes me think
of a rattling good story, and now Samu-
el Jones and the rest of that hair-raising
band of young Apaches in the old wire-
less school can go to the devil.

Mr. Archibald AngustasOink used
to be the assistant radio inspector. Tall
and slim and supercorrectly dressed in
classy tailor-made clothes, he always
looked exactly like a billboard ad for
Kubbleheimer Klothes. Indeed, Archibald
Augustus was the very embodiment of
dignity and reserve. All the hams with-
in a thousand miles of San Francisco
lived in mortal dread of him. And no
wonder. In his day, Archibald Augustus
shortened down and sharpened up more
wave lengths, and scared more contuma-
cious, law -breaking wireless fiends to
death than any other man has ever done
in the history of radio.

Nor were the amateur fanatics alone
in their dread of Archibald Augustas.
He was no less the terror of the regu-
lar sea -going brass -pounders, for he used
to give them their license examinations.
Everybody knows what a cold and un-
friendly sort of dungeon a radio -inspect-
or's office is, at best. Everything is stiff
and formal and you always get a creepy
feeling in the middle of your back as
you listen to the dictation of a stern
and awful letter proclaiming the license
suspension of some depraved operator
who has been found guilty of making
superfluous signals, to the outrageous
extent of saying good morning old man
to a fellow code-slinger, or perhaps some
scoundrelly ham is being skinned and
scalped for running his outfit on two
hundred and one and a quarter meters,
And so on and so on, ad infinitum. Put
a reserved and coldly proud person such
as Mr. Archibald Augustas MeOink in
such an atmosphere and you could not
find a more frigid combination anywhere
south of the north pole.

One chilly winter morning, punctilious-
ly at nine a.m., Archibald Augustas
stepped dignifiedly into the office, put
away his hat and overcoat, bid Miss
Frimble, the stenographer, a frozen
good morning, and seated himself stiff-
ly in the chief inspector's chair. Mr.
Woodnut, the chief radio inspector, had
just killed the decrement of the high
power station out at Bolines, and today
he was going out with a shovel to bury
it, leaving his assistant in supreme com-
mand of the front line trenches. So
Archibald Augustas sat proudly in the
chief's big swivel chair and importantly
proceeded to read the morning mail.

While the assistant inspector was thus
occupied, Miss Frimble sat gazing upon
him; and as she gazed she sighed, deep-
ly and longingly. Tall, skinny, and
scrawny, Miss Frimble was the faded
yet prim remains of a bud that had
bloomed and blossomed so long ago that
-but this is ancient history, anyway.
She adoringly idolized Archibald Augus-
tas and whenever occasion offered plain-
ly showed that she thought him a per-
fectly wonderful man. Aware of her sen-
timents, the assistant inspector felt a
profound secret disgust; though he
sometimes consoled himself by reflecting

that he couldn't help it if his wonderful
personality was so irresistibly attraetive.

By nine -fifteen a.m., Miss Frimble had,
as usual, sighed wistfully twenty times
as she sat looking hungrily upon Archi-
bald Augustas, and at nine -sixteen a.m.
she was about to make it twenty-one
times, when she heard a sound of shuff-
ling footsteps out in the corridor. A mo-
ment later, the office door was opened
suddenly, and looking toward it Miss
Frimble saw a sight that froze her mai-
denly blood with horror.

She had ample reason to be horrified.
A hideous black Negro had slipped bold-
ly into the office and now stood in the
middle of the room, fidgeting strangely.
Clad in a pair of ragged Charlie Chaplin
trousers, with shoes to match, a shape-
less felt hat jammed down on his head
and wearing an old dirty coat a dozQn
times too big for him, lie was indeed a
frightful -looking object. Miss Frimble
sat like one paralyzed.

Archibald Augustas had also heard the
door open. For a few minutes, he affect-
ed to be busy with the mail on his desk;
then he ostentatiously swung the big
swivel -chair around and condescended to
look at the Negro, who was still stand-
ing, nervously shifting his weight from
one foot to the other.

"Well?" interrogated Archibald Au-
gustas in his best secretary -of -the -navy
style

"I -I want to t -take the examination
f -for a commercial f -first grade license,"
stuttered the dark -faced youth, acting
as though a good deal embarrassed.

"Very well," replied the assistant in-
spector, coldly and without interest, "sit
there,"-he indicated a small writing ta-
ble near the stenographer's desk.

"Please give him the application
blanks, Miss Frimble," directed Archi-
bald Augustas, a trifle puzzled at the
old maid's evident alarm. It was the
first time a Negro had ever come to take
a license examination, but still there was
nothing surprising about it. The assis-
tant inspector swung his chair around
again and resumed his reading of the
mail.

With extreme trepidation, Miss Prim-
blc picked out :he required planks and
laid them on the writing -desk before the
frightful -looking Negro; and then she
fled to Archibald Augustas.

"Mr. McOink, are you blind!" she
hissed in to the sensitive ear of the as-
sistant inspector. "Can't you see that
awful fellow is wearing a disguiser

Tremendously irritated at the rude
way the homely stenograp::er hissed in
his r...tr, Archibald Augustas shot around
it his chair, .-n angry reprimand burning
on his lips. But Miss Frimble's face was
a tickly grey, and she was watching Ow
Negro fearfully out of the corner of her
eye. Involuntarily, the assistant inspec-
tor followed her glances, and with start-
ling suddenness, he perceived that she
was right. The fellow was not a Negro
at all. His face was twice as black on
one side as it was on the other, and a
small white spot was plainly visible be-
hind his right ear. His slouch hat was
still pulled down onto his ears, but there
was a bunch of hair resembling the
frayed end of a manila hawser sticking
out at the back, which looked strangely
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out of place on such a black person. As
he wrote on the application blanks, the
black stuff on his hands came off onto
the paper, smudging everywhere.

"Yes, I knew he was disguised the mo-
ment I saw him," lied Archibald Augus-
tas, affecting a calmness that he abso-
lutely did not feel at all. "Go back to
your desk and remain perfectly quiet. I
will-er, I shall attend to him present-
ly.f,

Bestowing an adoring glance upon
Archibald Augustas, in appreciation of
his wonderful courage, Miss Frimble re-
treated to her post, leaving the assistant
inspector a great deal more alarmed than
herself.

After a few moments, Archibald Au-
gustas cautiously stole another glance at
the disguised villain, and a cold dread
suddenly clutched at the assistant in-
spector's heart as he observed that des-
pite the blacking on the fellow's face,
he bore a striking resemblance to an ug-
ly -tempered Mexican amateur of North
Beach whom Archibald Augustas had
brought to justice not long before for
malicious interference with the naval
stations, and who had openly sworn that
he would be revenged both for the con-
fiscation of his apparatus and for the
hundred -dollar fine he had been forced
to pay. The more the assistant inspec-
tor looked, the more certainly did he
seem to perceive that the black scoun-
drel who had him so neatly corralled was
just that same Mexican. Archibald Au-
gustas could see through it all closely.
Somehow the fellow had learned of Mr.
Woodnut's absence, and he had chosen
this time for getting a bloody revenge.

Archibald Augustas was convinced
that he was in awful danger. Already
could he feel the keen blade lunging in
between his ribs and things, and he
winced and sickened as he imagined the
grinning murderer taking a savage de-
light in twisting the knife around in his
vitals like an angry farmer cranking a
contrary Ford. The assistant inspector
broke into a cold sweat. He tried to
think what to do, and he immediately
realized that there was only one thing
to do; he must get away, someway, any-
way-and mighty quick.

But that was easier thought of than
done. Though there was a window close
at hand, it was sixty feet to the street;
and the black villain was Bitting directly
between Archibald Augustas and the
door. It was a desperate predicament.

The assistant inspector soon decided
that he had better make a dash for free-
dom rather than sit helplessly waiting
for the murderous Mexican to spring up-
on him. There was a water -cooler near
the door, and he made up his mind that
he would step over to it, pretending that
he was merely going to get a drink of
water. Once that far, he would stand a
slightly better chance of getting to the
door, alive.

Mustering every atom of his insignifi-
cant stock of courage, Archibald Augus-
tas arose hesitatingly from the big swiv-
el -chair and walked nervously toward the
water -cooler. He got to it safely, and was
about to keep on going toward the door,
but glancing warily at the disguised mal-
efactor, from whom he was now separat-
ed by no more than the width of a desk,
he saw that the fellow seemed to be
watching him sharply. Instantly, the as-
sistant inspector's mite of courage took
wings and flew away. He leaned weakly
against the cooler and shakily drew a
glass of water. Just as he made to drink
it, the pseudo -Negro inadvertently
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bumped his elbow into a large stack of
books lying on the table at which he was
sitting.

The books fell to the floor with a loud
slam. Dismayed, Archibald Augustus in-
voluntarily sucked in his breath, taking
the glass of water down his windpipe
instead of his throat Choking and ter-
rified, and still clutching the drinking -
glass, he shot to the door in a single
stride. About one hundredth part of a
second later he had vanished.

But we must not forget poor Miss
Frimble! Fairly petrified with horror
and dread at having been thus shameful-
ly abandoned by Archibald Augustas, she
could only sit gazing fascinatedly upon
the hideous black villain who confront-
ed her.

The pretended Negro was obviously
much worried at the sudden disappear-
ance of the assistant inspector. Finish-
ing with the application blanks, he be-
came aware of Miss Frimble's frozen
gaze and he began to shift about ner-
vously.

Minutes passed. The clock on the wall
ticked with oppressive loudness in the
absolute stillness of the room. Miss
Frimble sat as though made of stone,
without seeming even to breathe. The
disguised stranger became increasingly
nervous and fidgety. At last he could
stand the scrawny stenographer's horri-
fied stare no longer.

"Aw, what th' heck's the matter with
you!" he burst out, in a voice and accent
strangely unlike that of a Negro, or of
a Mexican either, for that matter. "You
don't have to sit there an' look like I
was goin' to chew yuh up, you homely
old battle-axe!"

"E -e -e -e -e! Murder! Help!" screeched
Miss Frimble, springing to her feet and
upsetting her chair. Electrified with
terror and shrieking like the whistle of
a pineywoods logging train, she made a
giraffe -sprint to the door.

Just as she got to it, the door was
violently thrown open and Archibald
Augustas was kicked forcibly into the
room by a big brawny policeman, who
had the squirming assistant inspector
firmly grasped by the back of the neck.
Instantly Miss Frimble threw her arms
around her hero and renewed her ear-
splitting squeals.

The bluecoat caught sight of the
black -faced cause of all the commotion
and his eyes bulged with astonishment.

"In the noime of th' hivinly St. Pat-
rick!" he ejaculated, letting go of the
assistant inspector. "No wonder yez was
runnin' down the sthreet loike twinty
million divils was afther yez, begorrah!"

He slammed the door shut and placed
himself against it, while Archibald Au-
gustas struggled to untangle himself
from the distasteful embrace of the fran-
tic Miss Frimble.

"Yez be a grand lookin' sight be'ant
yez!" exclaimed the policeman, staring
at the dark youth's astonishing disguise.
"Whur in th' divil did yez come from,
an' what be yez thryin' to do here?"

"I know him, officer," panted Archi-
bald Augustas, who had at last managed
to free himself from the hysterical Miss
Frimble. "He's a fellow we arrested
and fined not long ago for malicious in-
terfering. He said at the time he'd get
even-he's a Mexican."

"Mexican your foot!" interjected the
black -faced mystery, who seemed to be
making a desperate effort at calmness.
"I'm off'n the Chilean square-rigger lyin'

out in the stream off Goat Island, if you
want to know!"

"Yez talk more loike a West Oakland
hoodlum than a Chileno," retorted the
policeman.

"Well, I ain't no Chileno an' I ain't
no hoodlum, neither," returned the mys-
terious captive. shipped cabin -boy
last year on the steam schooner Norwood
goin' to South America, an' I got left at
Valparaiso, down in Chile. Then I got
shanghaied onto the Madrone, a Chilean
three -masted bark, where I been kept a
prisoner ever since. We come into Frisco
Bay about a week ago an' one night I
went over the side an' swum ashore, but
the next night the Chilenos spotted me
down on the water -front an' they black-
jacked me an' took me back aboard.
Night before last I jumped out in these
clothes an the black show -paint so the
spigs wouldn't nail me again. But I
reckon my outfit ain't much good."

'Begorrah, no! 'Tis mighty queer yez
wasn't picked up sooner. But what were
yez wantin' up here?"

"I used to have a amateur wireless
set once, an' I know a good deal about
wireless," replied the captive promptly.
"I was goin' to try an' get a license an'
get out on a ship. If I go down on the
front an' try to ship cabin -boy again,
I'll get crimped again sure."

"What's your noime, an' whur did yez
come from in the first place?"

"Frank Morris, an' I come from Peta-
luma."

The policeman scratched his head. The
distinguished youth's story was more
than half plausible. He was hardly more
than a boy, and it was not the first time
the blueeoat had heard of victims being
shanghaied and held prisoner aboard
foul South American hookers. But yet,
there was something strange about the
fellow's coming into the radio inspector's
office while wearing such a make up.

"I guess yez'll have to tell it to th'
judge," decided the policeman, "come
along."

The captive protested strenuously, but
the bluecoat had heard of victims being
sleeve and marched him down the street,
accompanied (though not assisted) by
Archibald Augustas.

Twenty minutes later the trio were in
the police station. The prisoner was
handed over for cross examination to a
couple of raspy -voiced detectives, who
raked him over the coals for half an hour
without succeeding in budging him in
the least from his story.

A little while later he was hailed be
fore a police judge. Archibald Augustas
and the policeman told of their parts in
the affair, and then the prisoner repeat-
ed his story, exactly as he had told it
before in the radio inspector's office. The
judge listened with no great interest; he
seemed inclined to accept the youth's
statements.

"I don't see that the prisoner is guilty
of any particular offense-" he began,
but before he could say more one of the
detectives came hurrying into the court-
room.

"Beg pardon, your honor," he broke
in abruptly, "but we just phoned the
marine exchange, and they say there is
no Chilean ship of any description in the
harbor; and according to the nautical
register, there's no such vessel as the
Madrone at all."

There was an ominous silence.
The judge regarded the prisoner with



an angry glare. Before he could speak,
however, there was a violent commotion
outside, and a moment later a puffing
and perspiring person came rushing un-
dignifiedly into the courtroom. Catching
sight of the mysterious prisoner, he
stopped and seemed to stagger.

"Good Lord!" he groaned, putting his
hand to his head, "you're a sweet -looking
sight, all right, all right!"

"How in heck did you find out I was
here?" demanded the black -faced enig-
ma.

"How did I find out!" barked the oth-
er, mopping the sweat and dust from
his face with his handkerchief. "When
you didn't show up this morning, and
when I saw that hell -fired gang of young
hyenas acting so blamed queer and snick-
ering up their sleeves like they were, I
knew blasted good and well something
was rotten in Denmark; finally I got
Kid Brady by the back of the neck and
laid him out on a practice -table and sat
on him until he spit out the truth. Then
I breezed down to the inspector's office,
where I found that old sister to a fire -
wagon siren babbling something about a
black monster, and right away I knew
what'd happened, so I rambled up here
-and when it comes to a twenty-four
caret, double-barreled damn fool, you
take the prize-!"

"Here, here!" yapped the judge, bang-
ing on his desk with his mallet. "What
does all this mean, anyway?"

"Excuse me, Your Honor," answered
the new -comer, turning to the judge,
"I'm the instructor at the wireless school
down on Main Street, and this poor, ig-
norant, addle-brained image of a coun-
trified jackass is one of my pupils. That
gang of criminals down at the school
found out he was pretty shy on cash and
in a hurry to get a license so he can get
a ship; and so they talked him into this
confounded crack -brained scheme. They
bought the clothes and the nigger -paint,
and early this morning they went up to
where he rooms and dolled him up. The
idea was to take the license examination
in disguise, and if he passed all right, to
come back in a few days without the
coon -town outfit and take the ex over
again in his own name. 'Why that cursed
crowd of young ourang-utans made him
believe it was a surefire stunt that's been
pulled a dozen times before and-but
Lord, I wish somebody'd tell me what
they'll do next, blast 'em!"-and Pop
Cranby mopped his face again.

The crowds in the courtroom were
amazed.

"Where did you get that story about
the Chilean ship?" demanded the judge
of the youthful prisoner.

"The fellows picked it out of a dime
novel fer me."

"Holy Mackerel!" groaned Pop Cran-
by.

Archibald Augustas cleared his throat.
His face had become dignified and stern.

"This is outrageous, Your Honor," he
began, in his coldest secretary -of -the -
navy tone. "It is evident that this per-
son has dangerous criminal tendencies.
1 suggest that he be sentenced to at
least twelve months at hard labor."

Right here Archibald Augustas over-
stepped himself. Had he remained silent,
things might have gone hard with the ad-
venturous amateur, but the assistant
inspector's overweening assumption both-
ered the judge

"I suggest that you keep your mouth

shut!" snapped the ruler of the court-
room, glaring at Archibald Augustas
with a glassy eye. "The case is dis-
missed. Get out!"

Fortunately for the young adventurer,
Mr. Woodnut, the chief radio inspector,
had a sense of humor, and in spite of all
protests on the part of Archibald Augus-
tas, he insisted that the amazing amateur
from Petaluma be permitted to go
through with the examination.

The candidate came through with fly-
ing colors. Since Mr. Woodnut chanced
to be again absent on the day when the
lucky amateur completed the examina-
tion, it devolved upon Archibald Augus-
tas to check the question sheets. Grudg-
ingly, the assistant inspector checked out
a percentage amply sufficient for a li-
cense; grudgingly, he got out the license -
book and filled out a commercial first -
grade license; and thirty minutes later
when the new operator came back with
the oath of secrecy duly sworn to, he still
more grudgingly signed his name to the
document.

"The next time that you come for an
examination in disguise, I would sug-
gest that you engage a performer in a
vaudeville minstrel show to give you a
few points regarding the preparation of
your costume," he remarked in his ex-
tra -best secretary -of -the -navy style, as
he handed over the license.

The freshly -made operator rolled up
the crinkly bit of paper and stowed it
away safely in an inner pocket before
replying:

"Humph, I reckon if that cop hadn't
grabbed you you'd be runnin' yet!"-
and with this the newly -fledged brass -
pounder (er-it wasn't Samuel Jones, re-
member) drew himself up with all the
proudness of an emperor and marched
majestically from the room.

( The End)

Shaped Vertical Found
Most Suitable

A VERTICAL "T" shaped aircraft ra-
dio antenna three feet high has been

found by the Bureau of Air Commerce,
Department of Commerce, to be one of
the most suitable types for use in "flying
the beam" of the radio range directional
beacons on the Federal Airways System,
according to an announcement today by
Eugene L. Vidal, Director of Air Com-
merce.

The detailed results of a study of var-
ious types of antennas and their effect
on the reception of the radio beam have
been sent out, to air line operators, pri-
vate owners and all others to whom the
Information may be useful.

The study was inspired by the exper-
iences of pilots who reported discrepan-
cies in the alignments of beam courses.
Investigations revealed that the errors
were due to the types of antennas used
rather than to trouble in the radio
range beam.

With this information the Bureau ran
exhaustive tests on various types of an-
tennas and found that inclined or "L"
antennas caused apparent shifts in the
courses particularly when the plane was
flying at an angle to the course.

Final conclusions were that a "T" an-
tenna with an actual vertical height of
about three feet is equivalent to a five-
foot vertical mast; that if installed lon-
gitudinally above or below the fuselage
it will receive the signals accurately;

that it should be less susceptible to
trouble from ice formation than other
types; and that it should create very
little aerodynamic "drag."

New Broadcast Stations Licensed
T. H. Barton, El Dorado, Ark., 100 watts

1370 kc.
Attala Broadcasting Corp., Clarksdale,

Miss., 100 watts, 1210 kc.
The Ashland Broadcasting Co., Ashland,

Ky., 100 watts, 1310 ke.
James R. Doss, Jr., Decatur, Ala., 100

watts, 1370 kc.
Applications received for new Broadcast

Stations
Clarence Wheeler, Rochester, N. Y., 100

watts, 1210 kc.
G. L. Burns, Brady, Tex., 100 watts, 1210

ke.
Walker Jamar, Duluth, Minn., 100 watts,

1200 ke.
W. B. Greenwald, Hutchinson, Kans.,

100 watts, 1410 kc.
Robert K. Herbst, Fargo, N. Dak., 100

watts, 1310 kc.
Head of the Lakes Broadcasting Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis., 100 watts, 1370 kc.
Milwaukee Broadcasting Co., Milwaukee,

Wis., 100 watts, 1310 kc.
E. L. Sherman and H. L. Corley, Trini-

dad, Colo., 100 watts, 1370 kc.
W. L. Gleason, Sacramento, Calif., 5 kw,

1490 ke.
P. A. McBride, Ironton, Ohio, 100 watts,

1500 kc.
LeRoy Haley, Durango, Colo., 100 watts,

1370 kc.
Paul R. Heitmeyer, Salt Lake City, Utah,

100 watts, 1210 kc.
Rochester Broad. Co., Inc., Rochester, N.

Y., 250 watts, 1210 kc.
Edw. Mirante and Arthur Faske, New

Britain, Conn., 100 watts, 1370 kc.
Black Hills Broad. Co., Rapid City, S.

Dak., 100 watts, 1370 ke.
L. E. Robideaux, Bend., Ore., 250 watts,

1500 kc.
Ray J. Arend, Rochester, Minn., 100

watts, 950 kc.
Joseph H. Hallock, Vancouver, Wash.,

100 watts, 1500 kc.
Metre Broadcasting Co., Los Angeles,

Calif., 250 watts, 820 kc.
Acme Broadcasting Co., Huntington

Park, Calif., 100 watts, 1370 kc.
A. I. Chilton, Kilgore, Tex., 500 watts,

990 kc.
St. Petersburg Chamber of Com., St. Pet-

ersburg, Fla., 100 watts, 1310 kc.
Tampa Broadcasting Co., Tampa, Fla.,

100 watts, 1370 kc.
Ward Walker, Seattle, Wash., 250 watts,

760 kc.
Clark Standiford, Porterville, Calif., 100

watts, 1420 kc.
The Hartford Times, Inc., Hartford,

Conn., 250 watts, 1200 kc.
Oklahoma Press Pub. Co., Muskogee,

Okla., 100 watts, 1500 kc.
Louis Holzman, Hilo, Hawaii, 100 watts,

1420 kc.
Philip J. Wiseman, Lewiston, Me., 100

watts, 1210 kc.
Jack W. Hawkins and B. W. Hubbs, Pe-

cos, Tex. 100 watts, 1420 kc.
Oscar C. Hirsch, Cape Girardeau, Mo., 1

kw., 930 kc.
Radio Chapel of the Air, Minneaoplis

Minn,. 100 watts, 1370 kc.
Samuel N. Morris, Stamford, Tex., 100

watts, 1420 kc.
Pope Foster, Mobile, Ala., 100 watts,

1500 kc.
Edward Hoffman, St. Paul, Minn., 100

watts, 1310 kc.
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`Vacuum Tubes at Very High Frequencies
By F. B. LLEWELLYN

Member of the Technical Staff, Bell Telephone Laboratories

RECENT
growth in the use of high -

frequency electrical oscillations has
been accompanied by considerable exten-
sions in many applied branches of elec-
trical theory. Nowhere is this more true
than in the field of vacuum -tube electron-
ics, dealing with the distribution and mo-
tion of electrons within a thermionic vac-
uum tube and with their influence on its
properties. Certain simplifying assump-
tions which gave valuable results in ear-
lier practice are not approximated in the
operation of vacuum tubes at very high
frequencies, and it has been necessary to
abandon some of these assumptions to de-
velop more widely applicable theories.

When the original investigation of vac-
uum tube electronics was attacked by
early workers, such as Van der Bijl and

0

Nichols in these laboratories, it was not
necessary to consider the fact that an
electron emitted at the cathode does not
reach the anode instantaneously but re-
quires a certain length of time to cross
from one electrode to the other. The time
of transit could be neglected because it
was always very short when compared
with a cycle of any of the alternating
currents in use at that time. With this as-
sumption there was developed the famil-
iar concept of the equivalent internal cir-
cuit of the vacuum tube, consisting of a
resistance in series with a generator
whose emf is µ times the alternating
component of the grid potential.

When the frequency is very high, the
electron transit time may become com-
parable with or even greater than a per-
iod of the alternating current. For ex-
ample, it would require 25x10-" seconds
for an electron to cross a space half a
centimeter long under the influence of a
potential difference of 100 volts, provid-
ed that the cathode emitted a sufficient
number of electrons to maintain space
charge. This time is the period of a four -
'hundred megacycle oscillation. In such a
case the behavior of the vacuum tube de-
parts widely from that which would be
predicted from the simple equivalent cir-
cuit. Even at much lower frequencies, in
fact, the effect of the transit time be-
comes of importance.

A rough representation of the compli-
cating conditions can most easily be pic-
tured for a case in which the transit time
is supposed to be fairly long when com-
pared with a period of the alternating
current. The electron stream may then
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be thought of as a moving system of al
ternating rarefactions and condensations
of electron density, in some respects like
the molecular system into which sound
waves can be analyzed. Thus the distri-
bution of the charge density at a partic-
ular instant insideilta two -element tube
may be as shown in Figures 1 and 2. At
the same instant, the values of the elec-
tron velocity at different points across
the tube will be as shown in Figure 3.

It is well known that the product of
charge density times charge velocity is
equal to the "conduction current." Hence
curve A, in Figuret 4, obtained by multi-
plying together the ordinates of the
curves in Figures 2 and 3, gives the dis-
tribution of the conduction current across
the tube.

::* Fig. 1 (Left)-The distribution of
electrons between the cathode and
anode of a two -element vacuum

g tube, operating at a frequency
or whose period is shorter than the
< transit time of the electrons, is

somewhat similar to that of the
molecules of air in a sound wave

The conduction current, however, forms
only a part of thq total current in any
electron system, the "displacement cur-
rent" forming the remaining part. Be-
tween the plates of a condenser contain-
ing no free electrons, the current is all
displacement current; in an ideal metal,
the current is all conduction current.
Moreover, the displacement and conduc-
tion currents are always related to each
other in such a manner that at any given
instant, the total current is the same at
all points along the direction in which
the current is flowing, although it may
have a different value at a later instant.

Thus in Figure 4 the conduction cur -

Fig. 2 (Left)-A graph of the
electron densities pictured in Fig-
ure 1 shows them falling off in
passing from the cathode to the

anode

rent A plus the displacement current It
must give a total current C which at the
given instant is the same at all points
between the two electrodes of the tube.
At a later instant, that total current will
have changed its value, thus giving rise
to the effective high frequency current
emitted by the vacuum tube. What suc-
cessive values the total current will take
is influenced by the successive distribu-
tions of conduction and displacement cur-
rents. A tube may be expected to behave
quite differently at high frequencies,
when these two components are not uni-
formly distributed between the elements,
from the way it behaves at low frequen-
cies when at any instant the distribution
of these components is substantially, uni-
form.

This pictorial view is suited to give

only a very' rough idea of electronic con-
ditions within the tube. Actually tran-
sit times which are of the order of a frac-
tion of a cycle up to one or two cycles
are usually of more concern. To describe
events under these conditions, mathe-
matics must be used, but some of the re-
sults of the mathematical analysis may
be stated fairly simply.

A two -element vacuum tube, for in-
stance, appears at low frequencies to act
like a resistance having a value given by
the slope of the static characteristic of
the tube. As the frequency, is gradually
increased so that the transit time comes
into prominence, the impedance changes
from a pure resistance to a combination
of resistance and capacitance, and the re-
sistive component actually becomes slight -

Fig. 3-Accompanying the decreasing
electron densities graphed in Figure 2
are increasing electron velocities. The an-
alogous sound wave would be one taking
place in a Will(' whose velocity increased

as it passed from cathode to anode

ly negative at certain frequencies. It can
be shown that oscillations would occur
in such systems if the loss in the external
circuits could be made sufficiently small.
Practically this method of producing ul-
tra -high frequency oscillations has not
been very successful because of the diffi-
culty of procuring circuits whose losses

DISTANCE FROM CATHODE

Fig. 4-The conduction current (A) is
the product of the velocity and density of
the charge (Figures 2 and 3). Accom-
panying it is the displacement current
(B), and the sum of these two currents
is the same at any one instant at all

points of the tube (C)
are sufficiently low at the high frequen-
cies in question.

In the case of a negative -grid triode,
the cathode -plate path consists at low
frequencies of a resistance in series with
an effective generator. The high-frequen
cy circuit changes into a resistance -ca-
pacity combination in series with a gen-
erator. The voltage of the generator is
no longer opposite in phase to the exci-
tation applied to the grid, but varies con
tinuously in phase as the frequency is in -

(Continued on Page 15)



ASSIGNMENTS
MACKAY RADIO, New York

Radio Officer Station
V. Reed-Colorado
F. Petersen (Jr.)-Cherokee
H. McGoldrick (Jr.)-Edouard Jeramec
L. Lawrence (chief)-Edouard Jeramee
0. Olsen-West Eldara
R. Annette (Jr.)-Seminole
R. Abernethy (Jr.)-San Jacinto
P. Kimball (Jr.)-Shawnee
S. Oliver (Jr.)-Exochorda
P. Rametta (chief)-Exarch
E. 0. Lemieux-Black Heron
J. Kotzum-Ala
S. Fleisher-Cities Service Empire
R. Mathers-Broad Arrow
H. Burns (Jr.)-Seminole
T. Sirois (Jr.)-Excalibur
S. Rosenberg-Berwindvale
H. McGoldrick (chief)-Iroquois
R. MacDonald (chief)-Mohawk
E. Cole (Jr.)-Mohawk
V. Hopkins-Colorado
M. Sabando (Jr.)-Scanyork
H. Baine (Jr.)-Exeter
R. Muller (Jr.)-San Jacinto

Boston
R. H. Blake-Trawler Notre Dame
G. M. Bursell-Gulf Stream
B. H. Breedlove-Trawler Loon
Theron Copeland-Trawler Trimount
Julius Dolloff-Trawler Boston College
Arthur Donahue-E. T. Bedford
Harry di Napoli-The Angeles
George Doorakian-Trawler Ripple
John C. Edwards-Cities Svc Koolmotor
Leon Gromley-Trawler Tern
Ernest Gannett-Melrose
George C. Head-Nantucket
Arthur Iodice-Cities Svs Oklahoma
Charles Kelleher-Pat. J. O'Hara
C. F. Murray-Yacht Vanda
W. R. Clark-La Perla
R. Miller-Trawler Breeze
Patrick Regan-Trawler Ocean
H. Stanley-Trawler Amherst
J. H. Simpson-Trawler Curlew
A. Sienkowski-Trawler Wild Goose
G. E. Travis-Osage
J. W. Tierney-Peter H. Crowell
C. Paddock-Hartwelson
H. B. Whipple-Princeton
H. H. Zwicker-Everett
A. J. Falabella-Trawler T. J. Whalen
E. U. Stewart-Plymouth
P. W. Sewell-Suffolk
C. W. Saunders-Glen White

Baltimore
A. C. Draper-Steel Engineer
Hilary Bell-Chatham
W. W. Purvis-Carrabulle
F. Carroll-Dixie Arrow
J. B. Brady-City of Baltimore
J. H. Walberg-Oakmar
A. C. Goldbach-Chatham
M. L. Argazright-Fairfax
A. C. Moltzer-Malacca
J. L. Brannan-City of Newport News
J; A. Jense-Sagadahoc
C. E. Seibert-W. W. Bruce
C. E. Cook (2nd)-City of Hamburg
M. Courchene-Firmore
R. H. Miller-Southern Sword
B. W. Thomas-Millinocket
E. R. Messina-Jean Weems

STATES LINE, Portland, Ore.
Roy Welbon-General Pershing
H. School&ld-General Pershing
Karl Steiner-General Sherman

Ralph Dernbach-General Sherman
Everett Henry-General Lee
James Crouse-General Lee
Carl Anderson-New York
W. F. Mee-Wisconsin
R. S. Bean-Iowa
Ted Toppi-Michigan
Ben Cohen-California
Roy Whittington-Texas,
W. T. Shun:rich-Illinois
Howard McMahon-Oregon
A. A. Marsh-Kentucky
K. V. Harris-Pennsylvania
John Robinson-Washington
Frank Caldwell-San Angelo
E. I. Garrick-San Anselmo
D. L. Hughes-San Bernardino
D. E. Youngberg-San Clemente
Claude Wareham-San Diego
Dewayne Duncan-San Domingo
M. R. Felipe
James Dinsdale-San Gabriel
Edward Betts-San Julian
Ralph Norgard-San Lucas
J. W. Risley-San Marcos
Sydney Ferguson-San Pedro
C. P. Burt-San Rafael
Herbert Oliver-San Simeon
F. G. Luecke-can Vincente
Glenn Peck-Peter Kerr
Fred Estes-Jefferson Myers

Galveston
L. J. Blackburn-West Tacook
A. Harding-Tug Miraflores
G. E. Higgins-Pat Doheny
Furrh-Whipple
D. Fontaine-Wm. B. Thompson
J. D. Holmes-Pueblo
J. Hover-Albert E. Watts

New Orleans
Thomas Alderman (chief)-Munplace
A. Pilzecker-Munplace (2nd)
J. B. Hinson-Delecto
E. K. Kendall-Defacto
F. F. Flickner-Domino
J. J. Arena-Tug Ontario
L. E. Trubey-Aquarius
Nelson Newton-Wawa
Joseph Gros (2nd)-Amapala
J. L. Vidrine-Seatrain New Orleans
P. S. Berry-Gansfjord
W. B. Kinnier-West Cohas
E. C. Sanders-Elmsport
L. E. Hastings-Nelson
W. E. Barnes-Quistconk
J. C. Hancock-Caliche
R. J. Carpenter-Oritani
W. Buchanan-West Moreland
A. T. Teeter-Point Bonita
A. P. Heyd-Dora
L. Spicer-Kuishaeoquillas

T. B. Husser (2nd)-Del Bud
C. H. Myers-Afel
Malcolm Gardiner-West Hika
Rordam-Kateway City
J. Dennicke-West Kyska
Paul Brown-Betterton
Alfred Turner-Sinaloa
Harold Zahn-Olancho
C. Lund-Hibueras
Guillot (chief)-Sixaola
D. Freret (3rd)-Sixaola

RADIOMARINE CORP.-New York
G. W. Stewart-Daylight
E. J. Stenman-Veedol No. 2
V. Minzey-Susan A. Moran
C. F. Anderson-Buenaventura
C. P. Annie-Cambridge
H. B. Kutcka-Mariana
T. Nugent-Nourmahal
A. Zaft-Robin Adair
J. Meighan--Sarcoxie
S. N. DiLorenzo-Pan Bolivar
F. L. Siglin-Amer. Banker
J. H. Osmun-Oriente
Ed. Hamel-Relief
A. L. Bergom-Scanmail
W. A. Smith-Exchange
J. Mnlhern-Santa Teresa
T. J. Welch-Wm. Rockefeller
S. Herald-Dorothy Luckenbach
J. M. Currie-Acme
V. C. Ellis-Gatun
A. Cohen-Robt. E. Lee
S. R. Price-Steel Scientist
A. C. Campbell-Chas. H. Cramp
R. Redlin-Ancon
A. G. Lupien-Cambridge
R. G. Wolf-Western World
H. Van Thun-President Roosevelt
C. P. Annis-President Roosevelt
M. A. Newton-Borenquin
A. W. Standford-Orion
E. J. Edmonds-Cerro Azul
W. L. Gray-Coamo
M. Pearlman-Pennsylvania (Tank)
R. Alexander-Nopara
W. J. McEntee-Caracas
L. H. Brennan-Borenquin
H. Scambler-West Lashaway
C. J. McKenna-Harry Luckenbach
C. H. Miller-Scanstates
M. Vinocour-Yoro
T. W. Briadwood-China Arrow
T. L. Narveson-Ligonier
W. Hagstrom-M. & J. Tracy
J. F. Smith-Orion
A. J. Costigan-Halsey

Vacuum Tubes at
Very High Frequencies

(Continued from Page 14)
creased. The cathode -grid path, which at
low frequencies can be represented with
sufficient accuracy by a capacity, chang-
es into a capacity -resistance combination
in which the resistance becomes the pre-
dominating element. At very high fre-
quencies, the loss in this resistance is so
large as greatly to diminish the efficiency
of oscillatory circuits containing such
tubes. Even at frequencies as low as
twenty megacycles, measurements made
by J. G. Chaffee have shown that the re-
sistance in the cathode -grid path of pres-
ent standard tubes plays an important
part in the determination of operating
conditions.

Another system for generating oscilla-
(Continued on Page 20)
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Trials of New Wide -Band Program Circuits
By H. S. HAMILTON

Member of the 'Technical Staff, Bell Telephone Laboratories

EARLY
program circuits provided fre-

quency bands about 5,000 cycles
wide. These were in line with the capa-
bilities of the radio broadcasting art and
proved very satisfactory. Tests have
shown, however, that better results could
be obtained by transmitting wider bands,
so that it seemed desirable to make im-
proved facilities available. As a result
the Laboratories, during the last few
years, have developed program circuits
capable of transmitting from 40 to 8,000
cycles. The circuits and apparatus made
available for open -wire lines have re-
cently been described. A field trial of
this system was recently made on lines
between Chicago and San Francisco.

One circuit, referred to as circuit No.

1, was routed over the central transcon-
tinental route. The facilities making up
this circuit were largely those normally
assigned to the coast network of the
National Broadcasting Company. The cir-
cuit was 2,395 miles long with 16 re-
peater points. The second circuit, No. 2,
was made up of facilities largely as-
signed to coast network of the Columbia
Broadcasting System. This circuit was
routed through St. Louis and Kansas
City to Denver and thence over the cen-
tral transcontinental route to San Fran-
cisco, being 2,689 miles long with 19 re-
peater points. The open wire conductors
were mostly 165- and 128 -mil copper con-
ductors although some 104 -mil facilities
were involved. Both 8 -inch and 12 -inch

WIDE BAND PROGRAM CIRCUIT TRIAL "MK)" 6'.154'.'d
CCT. 140.9.8.0L -
SHEET ND./.39_W
DATE 91/0 3i
Oft V. A. A -

FORM (L)

RECORD OF SECTION UNEUP
(Cutover Data)

From

Date

Time

Temp.

Weather

Measured At

1000

35

50

100

200

500

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

1000

Final Equal.
Setting

Atten. Setting

Rep. Used

Omaha

9/10/31

/2:45 A.M.

80°
Clear

LineE-As Rep. Out

LOSS DEV. LOSS DEV.

Z2 X -.61.X
534 +186 -.02

5,45 +1.75 +.05 +.09

5.75 +1.45 -.04 0

6.37 1.83 -.10 -.06

703 +17 -.12 -.08"X 0 X
7.57 -37 +.03 +.03

8.0 -.80 +.03 +.03

8.52 -L32 +03 +03

9.08 -1.88 -.08 -.08

9.65 -245 -.08 -.08
10./3 -2.93 -.04 -.04

/1.52 -4.32 -.77 -.77
72 X 0 X
L 2 H 2 L

/6.5
14 . A .1.1" -E -

North Platte
9/167/31

2:40 A.M.
80°
Cteat-

Linetr-../ks Rep. Out

LOSS DEV. LOSS DEV.

6.55 -.12

+/.75

4.95 1/60 -.20 -.08

5./0 #1.40 -26 -.14

560 1.95 - 28 -.16

6.25 +.30 -.25 -.13

6.55 -.12

6.85 -.02 +.10

7.23 +.08 f.20

7.85 -/.3 +.02 +./4

8.48 -/.93 +05 +.17

9.0 -2.45 -.09 +.03

9.6 -3.05 -.02 +./0

/0.9 -4.35 -.85 -.73

6.55 .05

L /-2 H 2

/5.0
14-A

Fig. 1 -Record of section lineup -Omaha -Grand Island -
North Platte

Fig. 3 -Transmission frequency
characteristics of circuit No. 2 -

San Francisco to Chicago
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spaced wires occurred in various parts of
the line. Non -loaded cable facilities were
included at both ends of the circuits.

To equip two circuits of these lengths
a large amount of apparatus is required,
and because of this as well as of the dis-
tances covered, the installation plans were
necessarily quite complicated. For the
most part the circuits were used in com-
mercial service for the regular 16 -hour
service period daily. The testing of the
equipment and particularly the cutting
of the new apparatus into commercial
service, thus required careful planning
and execution of schedules to avoid inter-
ference with the regular service.

The manufacture and installation
schedules were set up so that the majori-

Fig. 2 -Photograph of special equipment provided at San Fran-
cisco for overall tests
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ty of equipment was delivered and in-
stalled between May and August of 1931.
Equipment at three stations, Wichita,
Garden City, and Lamar, was delivered
and installed in April to permit prelimi-
nary tests to be made, since the section
of line from Wichita to Lamar was not
then required for commercial service.

The field trial may be considered to
have covered three stages. In the first
period the, necessary changes were made
in the regular carrier systems. The sec-
ond period covered testing the program
equipment and cutting it into commer-

-12

10

-I 8

6
0
z

0
71 -2

2
cr
o-

0

2

4

complished between August 1 and Octo-
ber 17.

Because of the close coordination re-
quired between the carrier and the pro-
gram phases of the trial, and because of
the number of stations and distances in-
volved, detailed schedules for both car-
rier and program work had to be made
out and carefully followed. Ten engineers
were sent out to the field to make the
various tests and to supervise the cutting
in of the program apparatus. The testing
schedule was so laid out that the engi-
neers would be located not only at the re-
peater point where the program equip -

scribing special tests, plans for carrying
out the trial, instructions regarding data
to be recorded, etc. Fourteen different
forms were provided for tabulating the
results of the various tests.

Armed with the information mentioned
above, a lot of enthusiasm, some exper-
ience, and a great deal of determination,
the field engineers after the close of a
three-day conference held in Chicago
sallied forth on June 20 to the repeater
stations which had been assigned to them.
On arrival at a station the engineer's
first duty was to make a quick check of

I CIRCUIT NO. 2 SAN FRANCISCO TO CHICAGO WEST TO EAST, ,

2 CIRCUIT NO. I , CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO , EAST TO WEST
3 LOOP, SAN FRANCISCO TO CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO,

3

2 WEST TO EAST I EAST TO WEST
CIRCUIT NO.2 2689 MILES 29 AMPLIFIERS
CIRCUIT NO. I 2395 MILES 23 AMPLIFIERS

I

\ LOOP 5084 MILES 52 AMPLIFIERS
MINUS VALUE INDICATES TRANSMISSION IS DOWN

2
Cs, \ FROM 1000 -CYCLE VALUE Ir

.....,,...r....rwe ....1.

N. ..........."..--'.........----44r %,....

.....
, /-

30 100 500 000
FREQUENCY IN. CYCLES PER SECOND

cial service. In the last stage the overall
tests were conducted.

As this new program system occupied
a frequency range up to 8,000 cycles, it
was necessary to drop one of the type -C
carrier channels which were assigned to
the program pairs involved. The carrier
conversion was handled generally in the
following manner: The normal carrier

MOVING
COIL

MICRO-
PHONE

5000

ment station was to be cut into service,
but also at adjacent repeater stations
to cooperate in the repeater section test.
In general, an engineer remained at a
particular station a day or so after the
apparatus was cut into service. This was
required to assure that everything was
functioning properly and to allow ob-
servations to be made on commercial

PICKUP POINT

'NON -I
'LOADED'
I CABLE
CIRCUIT

Fig. 5-Terminal arrangements at AMPLIFIER 1

San Francisco for comparison I

tests

systems operating on the program pairs
were first transferred to some other
pairs or temporarily taken out of service.
The new 8,000 -cycle line filters were then
cut in in place of the existing 5,000 -cycle
carrier line filters. After this was done
the carrier systems were returned to the
program pairs and readjusted to operate
on a two -channel basis. Six carrier sys-
tems were involved on the two program
circuits. The carrier conversion was as

HIGH -DUALITY
PHONOGRAPH

AND AMPLIFIER

EOUALIZER

VARIABLE
AT TENJATOR

AMPLIFIER

PREDISTORTING
NETWORK

AMPLIFIER

10,000

Fig. 4-Average transmission -fre-
quency characteristics of Chicago -
San Francisco program circuits

the complete layout to find oub whether
any equipment was missing. The results
of this inspection were reported back to
the control office at Chicago. Detailed
measurements were then made on each
piece of apparatus installed. These
measurements included transmission -fre-
quency runs on each unit, performance
tests on the amplifiers, and performance

AT 333 GRANT AVE. OFFICE

REFERENCE
CIRCUIT

gr.,FER1
I CIRCUIT

!PROGRAM
ORCuiT

GOOL4

AMPLIFIER
SPEAKER

*#0.110.11:10..11
LOUDSPEAKER

WITH 7 FOOT
BAFFLE

PROGRAM CIRCUIT
UNDER TEST

service with the new equipment in oper-
ation.

A great deal of information was pre-
pared for this trial, which was furnished
to the field engineers and to the various
Associated Companies involved in this
project. The most important was a pre-
liminary bulletin which described the new
program system and its performance
characteristics, and included, instructions
for testing and lining up. The other in-
formation consisted of memoranda de -

8000 -CYCLE
LOW-PASS

FILTER

AMPLIFIER

RESTORING
NETWORK

and operating tests on the complete sta-
tion layout.

In addition to these tests it was neces-
sary for the engineers to make attenua-
tion -frequency measurements of the line
sections on each side of the station. From
these measurements were determined the
initial equalizer and attenuator adjust-
ments. Where the weather made it possi-
ble, these line measurements were re-
peated under different conditions so as to

(Continued on Page 20)
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Disturbances in
Radio Transmission

(Continued from Page 10)
the actual carriers are electrons or ions
or a combination of both. The fact
that the disturbance on the sun can be
seen before electrical effects are exper-
ienced on the earth, implies a carrier oth-
er than light. Moreover the form and
position of the aurora produced at such
times have been reproduced in the labo-
ratory by bombarding a magnetized iron
sphere with electrons.

One may picture the origin of a mag-
netic storm in this way. First a solar
eruption emits a stream of electrons and
possibly ions into space; then some time
later these charged corpuscles arrive at
the earth and are so guided by its mag-

netic field that most of them enter the
atmosphere around the polar regions. As
they strike the outer atmosphere they
ionize and disturb it, and as a direct re-
sult radio transmission through these
regions is poor and a brilliant aurora
appears. It has been suggested that
electric currents would be set up in these
high regions which would give rise to
the magnetic and electrical effects ob-
served at the earth's surface.

The durations of these great solar
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eruptions are very brief, astronomically
speaking. usually a matter of hours or
less, and since the sun can be observed
only intermittently, the record of their
appearance is necessarily very incom-
plete. It is probably significant that al-
most all of those observed have been
followed by intense magnetic storms.

At times long distance transmission
is disturbed when there is no magnetic
storm. The question naturally arises:
are there other means by which the nor-
mal behavior of the ionosphere may be
altered/ Is it possible, for example, that
the haphazard bombardment of the up-
per atmosphere by meteors is one such
cause of disturbance?

The average shooting star has a veloc-
ity many times that of the fastest rifle
bullet. When it strikes an atmospheric

Fig. 5 ---These spectrohel-
iograms show three suc-
cessive stages of a promi-
nence blowing off the sun.
The time interval between
1 and 2 is about forty -
lour minutes, and between
f and S about fifteen min-
utes. The pictures were
taken by Pettit at the

Yerkes Observatory

molecule, the energy of impact is great
enough to break up the molecule into
ions and electrons. Often a bright me-
teor will leave a glowing train which
floats in the upper atmosphere for some
time after the meteor has disappeared
and which may be a mile or more in di-
ameter. /t seems likely that such night-
time trains are one of the phenomena
accompanying ionization. They seem to
occur exclusively in the lower layer of
the ionosphere.

More direct proof of meteoric ioniza-
tion was obtained at the Laboratories
at Deal during the Leonid meteor show-
er of 1932. Measurements of ionization
by the radio pulse method indicated in-
creases in ionization directly overhead
coincident with the passage of bright
meteors through this region. For the
'brightest observed, the ionization in-
creased by an amount in excess of that
which is found at noon in summer. These
observations, as well as others made by
J. P Schafer and W. M. Goodall during
other meteor showers, furnish direct evi-
dence of the ionizing effects of visible
meteors in the lower layer of the iono-
sphere.

A conservative estimate of the num-
ber of meteors which hit the atmosphere
each day is one billion, averaging about
five per square nine of the earth's sur-
face. If each meteor spreads ionization
around its path to a distance of a frac-
tion of a mile, a radio yearn which trav-
els a long distance through the iono-
sphere will be subjected at normal times
to a continuous bombardment. This
brings up a question which has not as
yet been answered: does this bombard-
ment produce sufficient turbulence to
cause fading/

It is in the general region of the low-
er layer, fifty to seventy-five miles above
the earth, and in that neighboring it,
that most of the shooting stars ob-
served by the naked eye are seen. The
telescope, however, reveals many more
whose paths apparently lie in or near the
region of the upper layer (175 to 190
miles high). These are much more diffi-
cult to observe since they are much faint-
er and traverse the field of the telescope
in a very small fraction of a second. It
is not unlikely, therefore, that the upper
layer may experience meteor showers
which are never seen. Whether or not
they are the cause of unexplained inter-
ruptions of long distance transmission
cannot be determined from present da
ta, but that they constitute a possible
source of such disturbances as these is
evident.

New Inspection District
The Federal Communications Commis-

sion has established radio inspection dis-
trict No. 21, embracing the Territory of
Hawaii with headquarters in Aloha Tow-
er, Honolulu.

James M. Chapple, formerly inspector
in charge at Los Angeles, California, has
been appointed inspector in charge at
Honolulu and placed in charge of this
district. Mr. Chapple sailed from Los
Angeles for Honolulu February 8 and
will open the office upon arrival. All radio
matters originating in or pertaining to
the Territory of Hawaii will be handled
by this office.

Communications Officer Resigns
Effective Jan. 1, 1935, Hampson Gary

resigned his position as one of the Fed-
eral Communications Commissioners. Mr.
Gary was one of Division One composed
of three members who devoted their time
to broadcasting matters. The commis-
sion of seven members is divided two
each to the three divisions under heading
of Broadcasting, Telegraph and Tele-
phone, with the chairman, E. 0. Sykes,
being the third man making up each
division. This arrangement is by com-
mon consent of the commissioners as it
was early believed the best method of
handling the complicated affairs of the
commission.



In the daily transmission and reception of hundreds of important messages,
to and from 46 countries around the globe R. C. A. Communications, Inc.,
necessarily must use equipment of the utmost reliability. Naturally this

applies firs] of all to the tubes- the heart of any radio equipment, whether
for code, music or voice. Tie world's great radio communications system
has found that RCA Radiotrons stand up with unfailing dependability. Critical
broadcast engineers and operators have found them equally reliable for
their purpos es. This same reliablity can easily be yours. Save yourself the

caused by tube limitations and trouhles by specifying genuine RCA
Radiotrons, the standard by which all other tubes are judged.

RA RADI0TRoNs RCA MANUFACTURING
New York: 153 E. 24th St.  Chicago: 111 N. Canal St.  Dallas: Santa Fe Bldg.  Atlanta :144 Walton St., N. Of .  San Francisco: 235 Montgomery St.
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Trials of New Wide -
Band Program Circuits

(Continued from Page 17)

provide further information on the ad-
justments required due to varying weath-
er conditions. Since most of the circuits
were used for commercial service, it was
necessary to make the measurements on
the lines after the program networks
were "good night."

When this work was completed Chica-
go was notified, and arrangements were
made to cut the station into service. It
was generally possible to have our field
engineer& at the adjacent points, but the
actual equipment was cut into the line
wires by the plant forces. Our men made
the necessary measurements and tests be-
fore and after the equipment was cut in.

Measurements made on the line sec-
tions during the cutover period were the
most important of the field tests and
were called "repeater section tests." From
the measurements of attenuation of the
line plus its line filters, the station equal-
izer settings were determined in accord-
ance with a chart given in the bulletin.
The settings thus determined were then
applied to the station apparatus connect-
ed to the circuit and an overall repeater
section measurement then made. In all
cases it was found that the equalizer set-
tings as indicated by the chart in the bul-
letin were the correct ones to use. The
results of a typical section lineup are giv-
en on Figure 1. The first four columns
apply to the Omaha to Grand Island re-
peater section, the receiving end of the
circuit being at Grand Island. The first
column gives the characteristic of the
line and its associated filters. The sec-
ond column is the deviation referred to
1,000 -cycle zero. The third column gives
the results of the overall repeater section
measurements after the line equalizers
and station attenuator had been adjusted
in accordance with the data obtained
from the output side of the repeater at
Omaha to the output of the repeater at
Grand Island. The fourth column is the
deviation of this characteristic referred
to 1,000 cycles. The four following col
umns give corresponding information for
the section from North Platte to Grand
Island with Grand Island as the receiv-
ing end of the section. The equalizer and
attenuator settings required for these
sections are indicated at the bottom of
the form.

The individual station measurements,
repeater section tests, and station cutov-
ers, constituting the second phase of the
trial, were completed with the cutover of
the last stations on October 19. The en-
gineers were then located at strategic
stations between San Francisco and Chi-
cago to cooperate in the overall tests
which comprised the third phase of the
field trial and which were completed by
November 30.

The overall tests were conducted from
San Francisco rather than Chicago for a
number of reasons, but chiefly because
the circuits could be obtained at about
11:00 p. m., Pacific time, corresponding
to 1:00 p. m. Central standard time. This
was early enough in the evening so that
outside program sources could be ob-
tained at San Francisco, whereas more
difficulty would have been experienced in
Chicago in obtaining suitable program
sources after 1 or 2 o'clock in the morn-
ing.

A listening studio was set up in the
Grand Avenue office of the Pacific Tele-
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phone and Telegraph Company at San
Francisco. The room was of fair size and
acoustically treated so as to obtain the
proper reverberation time. A two -unit
loud speaker was placed at one end of
the room, and was operated from a pow-
erful amplifier-the combined system
having practically fiat frequency charac-
teristics from below 40 to above 8,000
cycles. Other special equipment provided
.t San Francisco included a phonograph

outfit for vertical cut records, attenua-
tors, switching arrangements, and filters
of different cut-offs. The photograph of
Figure 2 shows the special equipment
placed in the Grant avenue office, and
also the new program equipment provided
on the two program circuits under dis-
cussion. The three right-hand bays ac-
commodated the special equipment while
the new program equipment was mount-
ed in the bays to the left of these.

For program sources two outside pick-
up points were used, one at the studios
of the National Broadcasting Company
at San Francisco and the other at the
Mark Hopkins Hotel-a Columbia Broad-
casting System pickup point. At both
these places moving -coil type of micro-
phones and the latest type of high qual-
ity speech input amplifiers were used.
These program sources were supplement-
ed by a number of vertical cut records,
which included recordings of the Roxy
Theatre. orchestra as well as various solo
and instrumental recordings.

The tests each night, planned as a rule
after the previous day's data had been
analyzed, were generally made between
the hours of 10:00 or 11:00 P. M. and
4:30 A. M., Pacific .time. This allowed
one to retire at about 5:30 a. m., but all
concerned managed to get enough sleep
to carry on in good shape and also to get
a considerable amount of testing done.

The nightly tests started with the sta-
tion routine, i.e., check-up of repeaters,
setting them to specified gains, etc.
This was followed by section lineups; the
circuits were divided in sections in ac
eordance with the location of the engi-
neers, and transmission measurements
made at four frequencies, namely, 40,
100, 1,000 and 7,000 cycles. If the results
were not within required limits the atten-
uators and equalizers were adjusted as
required. The various sections were then
connected together, and the overall cir-
cuit measured at several frequencies. The
results of some of these overall frequen-
cy measurements are shown on Figures 3
and 4. Figure 3 shows the average char-
acteristics and extreme deviations of one
of the circuits from San Francisco to
Chicago. Figure 4 shows the average
characteristic of the two circuits and also
the characteristic of the two looped to-
gether making a circuit over 5,000 miles
long.

Various other kinds of measurements
were made, such as load measurements,
and measurements to determine whether
the circuit had any undesirable non-lin-
ear effects. Very critical listening tests
were made in addition, in which the qual-
ity of a program after it had been trans-
mitted over various length circuits was
compared with the same program trans-
mitted over a reference circuit, which was
distortionless over the frequency range
for which the circuits were designed. Fig-
ure 5 shows schematically the terminal
arrangements employed at San Francisco
for these comparisons.

Various types of programs were used,
such as speech, vocal and instrumental
selections, and orchestral compositions-
both classical and jazz. Quite a number

of observers were used, some of whom
were present on several tests and a few
on all tests. On tests made on a San
Francisco -Denver -San Francisco loop in-
volving 2,600 miles of circuit, no observ-
er was able consistently to differentiate
between the quality over the reference
circuit and that over the program circuit.
On tests made on the San Francisco -Chi-
cago -San Francisco loop certain of the
more experienced observers were able to
differentiate between the circuits some-
what more than 50 per cent. of the time,
but this, it should be remembered, was on
a direct comparison test. None of the
observers could tell with any assurance
which was the program circuit and which
was the reference circuit if a few min-
utes were allowed to elapse between
switches.

Eclipse Effect on Short Waves
(Continued from Page 6)

layer. Though the density of the ioni-
zation of the 'F' region, about 150 miles
up, was probably also reduced, never-
theless it remained easily dense enough
to reflect the waves. Consequently the
eclipse reduced absorption but not reflec-
tion."

Very high frequencies penetrate the
ionized strata with little absorption
while the lower frequencies with longer
wave lengths are more materially affect-
ed, according to Mr. Schelleng. This is
the chief reason why Eastern Air Lines
and other airlines use the higher frequen-
cies in the daytime and lower at night.
The day frequency used by the airline
is 4122.5.

The Atlanta ground station of the air-
line reported that at 11:30 a.m. (EST)
it brought in the two-way conversation
between a United Air Lines", pilot flying
near Reno, Nev., and the Reno ground
station of United Air Lines, a distance
of about 2200 miles. It was pointed out,
however, that skipping conditions might
also have caused this although signal
strength was comparatively strong.

Full reports as noted at the time by
the radio operators of Eastern Air Lines
have been turned over to Western Elec-
tric and Bell Telephone Laboratories'
engineers by Captain Rickenbacker.

Vacuum Tubes at
Very High Frequencies

(Continued from Page 15)
tions of ultra -high frequency utilizes a
vacuum tube triode in which the grid is
operated at a high positive potential com-
pared with both the cathode and the
plate. Although the operating efficiencies
of this system are at present decidedly
lower than those obtainable with the
more usual low -frequency circuits, it nev-
ertheless forms one of the most effective
means available for producing oscilla-
tions with frequencies measured in thou-
sands of megacycles. The answer to the
question which will prove to be the better
decimeter oscillator ultimately hinges on
whether the efficiencies of the positive
grid triode can be pushed upward, or
the losses between the grid and cathode
of the negative grid triode can be pushed
downward, sufficiently to give one type
or the other a decided advantage.



AVIATION NOW HAS
RADIO COMPASS

Production of the Kruesi Radio Com-
pass for the use of airlines, commercial
operators and private pilots has been an-
nounced by the Fairchild Aerial Cam-
era Corporation, manufacturers of high
precision aerial cameras and instruments
used by military and commercial organi
zations throughout the world. The Kruesi
Radio Compass, developed by the U. S.
Army Air Corps and used extensively by
it as a standard unit under severest serv-
ice conditions, including blind landings,
now becomes generally available for the
first time as an aerial navigation device
which is especially effective in blind fly-
ing.

The Kruesi Radio Compass offers an
outstanding advantage over other radio
navigation devices in that it utilizes the
programs broadcast by the hundreds of
commercial broadcasting stations thruout
the country as well as the signals broad-
cast by the federal airways radio range
beacons and other stations.

Another distinct advantage is the fact
that it operates as a "homing" device in
such a way that the pilot can select any
government beacon station or commercial
station, secure a bearing on that and, by
observing a sensitive pointer, fly straight
to the source of the signals. Furthermore,
the Kruesi Radio Compass may be used
as an easy and accurate means of posi-
tion -finding when the plane is in the air
or on the ground, it was explained. Drift
may be determined by comparisons be-
tween the radio compass and the direc-
tional giro or the magnetic compass.

The Kruesi Radio Compass is so simple
to operate that it is not necessary to have
special training or experience in had
weather flying in order to be assured of
successful use. To use the Kruesi Radio
Compass, the pilot tunes in on a station
along his course or at his destination
with his headphones. Then he switches
from the headphones to the indicator. By
holding the pointer on the indicator
mounted on the instrument board cen-
tered at zero, he is able to fly direct to
the selected station. A deflection of the
needle to the left of zero indicates in-
stantly that the airplane is heading to
the right of the course. A deflection to
the right indicates the airplane is to the
left of the course.

To determine his position along the
course it is necessary only for the co-pl.
lot to turn the rotatable loop and secure
bearings on any two stations to one side
of his course, or for the pilot, in case a
fixed loop is used, to train the plane on
the off -course stations long enough to se-
cure the required bearings. Simple plot-
ting on a conventional map indicates the
plane's location. The position -finding fea-
ture is pilrticularly valuable in the event
of a forced landing in isolated and Un-
familiar areas.

The value of the Kruesi Radio Compas4
is indicated by the fact that it makes
more efficient use of the established air-
ways radio facilities and simplifies the
operations involved. The pilot is able to
quickly locate the radio range beam when
he is lost or off the course, it was point-
ed out as an example, and may positively
identify the quadrant in which he is fly-
ing, thus eliminating much of the difficul-
ty in flying by beam with standard beam
equipment. The pilot also may be inde-
pendent of the established airway and
leave the beam to fly around especially
unfavorable weather without risking not

RADIO
STATI 0 N WLWL says:

New York City
Your microphones will in time replace all our mikes in

our studios to make each channel a high fidelity set-up.
(signed) JOSEPH F. DEPPE.

Chief Engi r

2 New Types Now Available
These two high-fidelity mikes, types M and L, were de-
signed to meet the rigid acoustic requirements of com-
mercial broadcast stations and recording studios. Rug-
gedly constructed, they afford long life and dependable
service. They are highly directional, which prevents the
Ncoustical feedback and are practically blast-proof.-

Choose by comparison!

Model "M"
List Price

$40.00

Technical Characteristics
Type M has it frequency response curve flat from 50 to
12,000 C.P.S., while that of Type L is flat 60 to 10,000

Humidity or temperature changes do not affect
them. Both types are supplied with matching transform-
er having a high permeability core and $2.1.00
an output of either 200 or 500 ohms and Model "L"
six feet of shielded rubber covered cable. List Price
Complete 'le seripti ee data on request order front your jobber

ran0" LABORATORIES
20-22 W. 22nd Street, New York City

41..o.11..4.10./.MIMP,NM

Sending is EASY
With the Ea sy- Working

t;enuinc Martin No. 6

New VIBROPLEX
g. Trail. Marks: Vihroplex Bug;

Lightning Bug
IN COLORS -Blue, Green, Red

The smoothest. easiest -working bug onthe market. Easy to learn. Easy to oper-
ate. Mak, s .:ending 4'avY

MARTIN JUNIOR

S I

Improved MARTIN Vibroplex

Black or ggi7
ColorPd qv

Nickel- 4219
Plated diP

Special Martin Radio Bug-Extra large.
Specially Constructed Contact points for
direct use: without relay
Black or colors. $25

Why be misled by offecr of anything but the GEN-
['INT!: MARTIN VIBROPLEX? MARTIN JUNIOR
etnbodii a all standard Martin features and quality.Like humored Martin but furnished on 2% pound
black japanned Igu... 'Remit by Money Order or Reg-istered Mail.

THE VIBROPLEX COMPANY, Inc.
825 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address: "VI BROPLEX" New York

CARDWELL
TRANSMITTING

CONDENSERS
"THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON"

For Over a Decade
-Send for Literature-

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MFG.
CORP.

Prospect and Pearl Sts.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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PROFESSIONAL
EQUIPMENT

The new 1985 ALLIED
Radio Catalog which is
yours for the asking, offers
a complete listing of super-
ior Short Wave Transmit-
ting and Receiving Equip-
ment. You will want this
book. Covers: Professional
Short Wave Receivers; lead-
ing standard lines of parts
and accessories including
National and Hammarlund ;
new Test Instruments ; an

III KEYS amazing array of Sound TJn-IPHONES its and Systems ; Build -
RELAYS Your -Own Short Wave and
METERS
S -W PARTSAll-Wave

Kits. etc.
etc.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

Allied RAMO
CO R t=i -0 IP AT I 0 N

833 W. Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO, Ill. Dept. CQ

New-DNS-New
PAPER CONDENSER
IN NEAT BAKELITE
CONTAINERS
COST NO MORE THAN
CHEAP PAPER CONDENSERS

1 BAKELITE
Patents P, nding

OIL IMPREGNATED
600V -1000V -1500V

Guaranteed Two Years

Send for Free Catalog-Sales and
Jobber Territory Open

:Vlp ufaetured by

Dumont Electric Co.
453C Broome St., New York City

UNIVERSAL A. C.
Hornless Power Supply

This absolutely silent
power unit supplies per-
fect, pure direct current

at 200 v. and 20 mils. direct, from any
110 v. 50-60 socket-For use with con-
denser microphones, photoelectric cell
amplifiers, etc. Will also supply both A
and B.D.C. current to amplifiers of
condenser or other type microphones
using No. 230 tubes.

DEALERS NET CASH $23.52
UNIVERS %I. 11 UAW PHON F:

('II.. Ltd.
l I Warren Lane

Inglewood, Cal.. U S

being able to pick up the beam when de-
sired.

Furthermore, the Kruesi Radio Com-
pass provides a direction finding device
in areas not served with airways facili-
ties. This is particularly valuable for

22

commercial operators and private pilots
whose trips frequently carry them away
from the airways.

The Kruesi Redid Compass has a long-
er range than the beacon receivers and
can be relied upon iu static which rend-
ers all other means of radio navigation
useless. Satisfactory bearings under av.
erage conditions may be received at a

distance of 300 miles over land and 700
miles over water. Under favorable con
ditions bearing indications have been ob-
tained over 1500 miles. The compass
eliminates the prolonged and tiresome
concentration required in receiving aural
radio beam signals.

The Kruesi Radio Compass was devel-
oped by Geoffrey 0. Kruesi and the lat-
est model is being manufactured exclu-
sively by Fairchild. The military model
serves as the key unit of the Air Corps'
blind landing system with which several
thousand total blind landings have been
made. This system has attracted conside7
able attention and has been adopted by
the Department of Commerce.

The Compass consists of four main
units-the compass receiver, the bearing
indicator, the remote control box and the
fixed or rotatable loop. The radio com-
pass receiver apparatus is concentrated
on one complete unit. It has a frequency
range of 150 to 1500 kc in the following
bands: 150-300 kc.; 250-500 ke.; 450-900
ke.; and 800-1500 kc. It occupies less
than 1000 cubic inches of space.

The tuning dial, the frequency band
and headphone switches, and the head-
phones jack are mounted on the remote
control box. It requires only 100 cubic
inches of space and may be located
wherever most convenient for the pilot.
The indicator dial face is finished in
black with pointer and scale painted with
a luminous material.

The loop has a streamline cross per
with a diameter of 21 inches and is

so designed that it has a drag of only
8 pounds at a speed of 250 miles per
hour. The rotatable loop mechanism in
eludes a handwheel and a 360 -degree
scale to.facilitate readings. Power is sup-
plied by a dynamotor and a storage bat
tery. The loop is used in conjunction with
a standard mast antenna projecting no
more than 6 to 8 feet from the fuselage
or a fixed wire antenna between 9 and
19 feet long.

The radio compass unit is so ,ompact
it may be installed wherever convenient
in the airplane. All adjustments are by
remote control. The four units of the
compass weigh only 45 pounds.

ROGERS GETS V. W.
0. A. GOLD MEDAL

George W. Rogers, Chief Radio Officer
on the Morro Castle at the time of the
ship's fire was awarded the annual gold
medal of the V. W. 0. A. on Febrtutry
11, at the tenth annual dinner of the or-
ganization.

George I. Alagna, his first assistant on
the Morro Castle at the same time, re-
ceived a testimonial certificate, as did
William :I. (Big Bill) Kirchoff, who WIN
on the Sea Thrush; Russell McDonald,
and Ernest H. Cole, who were on the
Mohawk, and E. J. Robertson, and R.
Lilkebakken.

The story of George W. Rogers on the
Morro Castle is well known to readers of
our book who will recall the full account
of his feat in a previous issue.

SAVE vg507.
BY BUYING YOUR RADIO

DIRICT ROM MIDWEST LABORATORI-ES

ONLY RADIO COVCRING
9 TO - 2,400 MCTERS

afirep;olleioMIDWIST
#iyh -9Wefi4

16TUB1-444`Ztg
ALL XIVE WANL( BANDS )

BEFORE - you ONLY
buy any radio,

write for new FREE
1935 Midwest "Fif-
teenth Anniversary"
catalog

oog

ansadtilsefiaredn whycuz

AUDITORiU MnpDeluxet
tomers bought radios cutcuts
direct from Midwest ((011150
Laboratories andsaved
3.1 to You, too, can
make °positive saving
of 30% to 50% by or-
dering this more eco-
nomical way. Midwest
gives you triple pro-
tection with: Foreign
Reception Guarantee, One -Year Guar-
antee, Money -Back Guarantee.

HIGH FIDELITY RECEPTION
This bigger, better, more powerful,
clearer -toned, super selective radio gives
you absolute realism...assures you of life-
like crystal-clear tone. Only Midwest
gives you a tuning range of 9 to 2400
meters (33 Megacycles to 125 KC).
12,000mile range. Now, enjoy today's
finest High Fidelity American programs
...Canadian, police, amateur, commer-
cial, airplane, ship
broadcasts...unequalled
world-wide reception.
50 Adrsaad 1935 Foams
.and 16 tubes make

this Super radio to-
day's most powerful
long-distance receiver.
FREE 36 -page 1935
catalog pictures a com-
plete line of beautiful
de luxe consoles and
chassis in four colors.
Dill DIRECT WM LIERORATORIES
Order before the big price
advance...NOW...while you SAVE UP
can take advantage of Mid - TO

no
west's sensational values... oit

middlemen's profits
pay. You save 30% to 50% /0
-..youget38days FrYr.asli;ese $S.Oo Dots a Mid-
west radio in your home. Send coupon or
penny postcard for FREE catalog!

Dept, ,.$ Cincinnati, 0.,U.S.A.
MIDWEST RADIO CORP.

established 1920

ddres.s 'Shrew. ALL C. es

TENS
AS I OW As

t00
ins.',

.11/

MIDWEST
IIDEL-0-S LAI
IS THE 6iliall51
THING INIUDIn

EM SOLD ON
THE MIDWEST
MICRO.TINUMOD

I NEVER HEARD
SUCH SWEET
CHAR IONE

BEFORE

WHIM A
PATTl194

30 DAYS

ERR
TRIAL

 with
NEW

FOR
FREE MINIATURE DIAL FREE
10DAT TRIAL Off ER.. FREE CATALOG

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

MIDWF ST RADIO come"
Dept. 13.5 Cincinnati, Ohlo.
Without obligation on my part 6..1
me your new FREE 1935-38 catalog.
/ REE Miniature Dial, and com-
plete details of your liberal 30 -day
I. 'LEE trial offer. This is NOT anorder.

User -Agents
Make Easy

Extra Money
Check Hero
for
Details El

Name

Address

Town State
0 Check here if interested in a bvti. ry mho.



CLASSIFIED ADS
COMMERCI AL RA MO will accept classified adver-

tising at the special rate of five cents per word.
Remittance in full must accompany copy. Closing date

for CI:U.04110i all Veil tic' 15th of the month pre-
ceding publication date.

VOR SALE -Radio Model \'ihroplex, heavy eontarls,
$10.50. Like new. Guaranteed. John Morgan, 54 Hard

lug Drive, Glen Oaks, Rye, N. V.

ONE NEW SET \'a Nostrand Mathematic books:Arith-
nieti!, Algebra, Trigonometry, ('alculu4 and I! WM'

1.1tudy; 4 vols. $:1.511, I:st mire $7.00. L1)., care eommereial
Radio, 7 W. 44th St., N. V. City.

1, hOutput Tin iyf oarnmgiewi(t)h. tsipietakfreir.:

A LITTLE
VELOCITY

with uniform output!
..;...,'\ \ equal to large eeloeity (-68d.b.)

Frequency response 60-7500 cy-
- cies. Reproduction lifelike.)

.1!4 Eliminates audience noise,L r Transformer included in mik,.
v..A case. Rugged. New chronic

aluminum magnets. Wt. 8 Or..
Write for Bulletin CRJ.

7impennGE gn.rogen SW BRKMDw AY MW YORK

Army & Navy Surplus

Relay and Jac s combination, 350 ohms,
5 volt, $1.00

INDUCTION COIL'S, Battety Telephone.
Type $1.25

NNW -Edison Storage Battery Type BB -
1, 10 volt, 37 amp., contain,: 7 cells. Com-
plete in steel portable case $10.00

Alagmlicox anti -noise microphone, good for
home broadcasting $1.50

CoNDENSEItS, Mica, op. volts 12,600
pap. .11'

Dubilit r, new $9 51,
Dubilier, used 6.00
Wirt less spec., new 6.00
Wheless spec., used 3.60
Condenser, Dubilier, mica, volts 40,01V,

cap. .0012-.001-.0008 or .003 12.00
Condenser, Dubilier, mica, op. volts

8.500 cap. .004 7.00
Condensers. Dubilitr, mica, op. volts

8.5110 capacity .0004 mfd. 7.00
rondensets, Altudock .002 mfd. 5000

volt 1.50

A n t I -4'a Davit y Styli cht W. E. 12 anu 11
all with Platinum Contacts,

value $3.50 each. Our price ..$1.25 each

MOTOR GENERATORS
120 tic.. 110 or 220 a.c., 500 cycle

2,50 watt $35.00
120 d.c., 110 or 220 ac.. 500 cycle

500 watt $50.00 to $80.00
120 d.c., 110 or 220 a.c., 500 cycle

1 kw. $80.00 to $110.00
120 d. c, 110 or 220 a.c., 500 cycle

2 kw. S60.00 to $170.00
120 d. c., :10 or 220 a. c., 500 cycle

5 kw. $95.00 to $250.00
120 d.c., to 20 fix., 2 kw 70.00
120 d..e.. to 400 d.c.. 2 kw. 65.00
120 d.c., to 600 d.c., 2 kw. 75.00

You Know the
High Quality

SPECIAL
Can be used wish the new Vacuum Con-

tact when mai-aft(' on volts. Western
Electric Signal "Drops," 1000 ohm, type
D-12 $2.00

U.S. Navy Oxidized
Brass Running
Lights, 15 inches
high overall -12 lbs.
Either red or green.
$7.50 each or $12.00
per pair. Kerosene
type, easily con-

verted to electric.

GENERATORS
11., volt a. c. :100 cycle self-excited

2011 wa Is '12.00
165 v( It .1.C. 600 cycle self excited

250 watts 17.00
110 volt .4.e. 600 cycle, sAf-excited

250 watts 28.00
1500 volt d.c. 660 mills, 1 kw., Esco

175o nmni. 50.00
240 volt 500 cycle, self-excited 2500

r.p.m. 250 watt, (also fund drive) 28.00
1211 volt d.c., 5 ku. 64).00
120 volt d.c., 211 hsv. 125.00
1;011 2 50.00
220 volt SOO (iyiki 1 kw 60.00

volt a c. 500 ,yolc 2 kw. 70.00
12 volt 60 amp. 18.00
12 volt d.c.. 3:1 9.50

Postage and deposit of 20 per

cent. required on C. 0. D. orders

No orders shipped for less than $1

WE 1)0 NOT ISSUE CATALOGS

JOHN REARDON
SURPLUS SPECIALIST

725 Longacre Bldg.

1457 Broadway

NEW YORK, N. Y.

L'aldwin IIttidphuuts, Genuine Mica Itia,
Ote awn 24400 ohm. Regular $15 val. $3.50

Vt tl.TMETERS, D. C. portable new
\1'e ...ton model 45, 3 scale 0-3-15-150 guar -
ante, d 1-4 of 1 per cent accurate ..$50.00
Ammeters, D.C., portable, new Weston

mod,. 45 ; 3 scale 0-1-5-15-150 with 3
scale external shunt and leads 1-4 of 1
o: r ct la accurate $40.00

EDISON STORAGE
BATTERIES

All Types
1.2 Volts per Cell

A-1 Amps 175 per cell $4.60
A-5 Amps. 225. per cell 5.00
A-8 Amps. :SOO. per cell 6.00
It -4 Amps 90. per cell 4.60
M-8 Amps 11. per cell 2.00
1.-411 Amps 2.5. per cell 2.50
.1-3 Amps. 37. per eel! 4.00

Ampere hour
mete r. San-
gamo, battery
charge a n d
discharge, type
MS 0-500 scale,
capacity 1 6
;Imo. ...$12.00

NAVY* AIllORAFT DYNAMOTOR, Gen.
c. now 24-10410 volts, 1 amp. extended

shaft with pulley, can be driven by motor
at propeller. giving 24 volts output for
thameat and 1000 volts for plate or driven
by its own input of 24 volts. Value $250.00.
our special price. $60.00

DYNAMOTORS
24-750 volt Gen. Electric 200 mIlls..$30.00
24-1000 Gen. Elec. 1000 mills 60.00
24-1500 Gen. Elec. 21A, kw. output - 105.00
12-350 volt SO mills 20.00
12-7511 volt 200 mills 33.00
:2-350 volt SO mills 10.00
32-300 volt GO mills 8.00
Dynamotor Armatures, General Electric

triple commutators, d.c. 24-1500 v 14.00



Your Subscription Se
$

BY SENDING
ALL YOUR MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTIONS IN AT
ONE TIME TO US YOU

SAVE BOTH TIME
AND MONEY !

Pe

SUBSCRIPTIONS
ARE IMMEDIATELY

CLEARED BY US
TO THE PUBLISHERS
OF YOUR FAVORITE

MAGAZINES

Club
Price
$2.25 Radio News
2.00 Radio Craft
1.75 Radio Engineering
9.25 Proceedings of the Institute

Club
Alone Price
$2.50

2.50
2.00

Commercial Radio
Electronics
Broadcasting
Radio

Alone

$2.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

of Radio Engineers 10.00 QST 2.50
R/9 1.50

Electrical Engineering 12.00 Radio Music Merchant 2.00
General Electric Review 3.00 Radio & Electric Sales 1.00
Electric Journal 2.00 Radio World 6.00
Bell System Tech. Journal 1.50 Radio Retailing 2.00

Club Price

System
Popular Mechanics

Regular

$3.00
2.25

GENERAL MAGAZINES
Club Price Regular

American Magazine $2.50
American Boy 1.00

Club Price

Good Housekeeping
Judge

Regular

$2.50
1.50

$1.35 Popular Science 1.50 Aero Mgest 3.00 Ladies Home Journal 1.00

2.50

2.25

Review of Reviews
Red Book

3.00

2.50 $3.75
Adventure
Atlantic Monthly
Boys' ijfe

3.00
4.00
1.00

Liberty
Life
McCall's

2.00
1.35
1.00

3.75 Scribners 4.00 1.75 Colliers Weekly 2.00 Motor Boating 3.00
2.25 Science & Mechanics 2.50 2.75 Current History 3.00 National Geographic 3.50
3.75 Scientific American 4.00 Delineator 1.00

Nations Business
Pictorial Review

3.00
1.00Saturday Evening Post 2.00 Esquire 5.00 1.85 Today 2.00Cosmopolitan 2.50 2.25 Field & Stream 2.50 True Story 1.50

11114M04=004M04=1.0.M....M..11.04M001M...M.,,...o.M..1.,pol=1.041111141=0,4M04=0.111.04M.04=1.01= ,...miro.ammom.o.immkaim..m.im
If there are any magazines on which you wish a special quotation not listed above, or any group of magazines -write us. We hare a limited number of catalogues of magazine subscription prices and will send for the asking whilethey last.

1.1=1,1

DO NOT SEND CASH. SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT

CQ MAGAZINE COMPANY, 7 WEST 44TH ST., NEW YORK CITY


